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As it follows the Illinois River south, the Byway passes through a mosaic 
of backwater lakes, bottomland forests, floodplain wetlands, upland forests, 
savanna, and some of the country’s last remaining tallgrass prairies. The 
river and its adjacent habitats are home to diverse communities of plants 
and wildlife that, in turn, draw nature enthusiasts, adventurers, sportsmen, 
and myriad other visitors to the region.  
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here by the river’s flow, establishing 

the landscape’s dynamic natural 

communities. A route intimately known 

to humans for some 500 generations, 

since Native Americans first arrived here 

roughly 12,000 years ago. The route of 

explorers, traders, trappers, runaway 

slaves, bootleggers, riverboat captains,  

farmers, and fishermen. The route of 

adventurers and outdoor enthusiasts, 

who journey here to explore the valley’s 

natural wonders. And the route of 

restoration of an exploited landscape, 

a determined and painstaking journey 

by dedicated citizens to help heal this 

remarkable river valley.

Purpose of the 
Natural Resources 
Interpretive Plan 
The purpose of the Natural Resources 

Interpretive Plan is to implement the 

Corridor Management Plan for the 

Illinois River Road National Scenic 

Byway. The Natural Resources 

Interpretive Plan will serve as a blueprint 

for action for the Board and its partners 

to enhance the Illinois River Road 

National Scenic Byway experience 

through interpretive media that include 

interpretive displays and kiosks, 

directional and wayfinding signage, a 

website, a comprehensive map, and 

an audio tour. This plan explores the 

opportunities and challenges for 

offering a meaningful interpretive 

experience for visitors to the Byway, 

and offers recommendations to guide 

future interpretation and activities 

along the Byway.

Chapter 1: 
Project Overview
The Illinois River Road National 

Scenic Byway connects more than 

100 nature-based destinations in the 

Illinois River Valley, beginning in the 

community of Ottawa and ending 140 

miles south in Havana. As it follows 

the Illinois River south, the Byway 

passes through a mosaic of backwater 

lakes, bottomland forests, floodplain 

wetlands, upland forests, savanna, and 

some of the country’s last remaining 

tallgrass prairies. The river and its 

adjacent habitats are home to diverse 

communities of plants and wildlife 

that, in turn, draw nature enthusiasts, 

adventurers, sportsmen, and myriad 

other visitors to the region.  

The Illinois River Road National Scenic 

Byway guides visitors to the region’s 

outstanding nature destinations. High-

quality interpretation at these sites 

will deepen visitors’ experiences in this 

landscape by illuminating the land’s 

compelling natural and cultural stories. 

And what stories there are to tell! Born 

of a torrent of glacial melt-waters some 

17,000 years ago, the Illinois River 

has defined the topography, natural 

communities, and human history of this 

river valley ever since. 

The Byway corridor is the route of 

travelers, both human and non-human, 

living and non-living. It is the route of 

glaciers, raging floods, tranquil river 

currents. The route of migratory birds 

and fish. The route of wind- and water-

borne seeds that root in soils carried 
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Emiquon Preserve/Michael Jeffords

terry Kohlbuss, Tri-County Regional 

Planning Commission

Debb ladgenski, City of Spring Valley

tom levy, Starved Rock State Park

Kevin lindeman, North Central Illinois 

Council of Governments

Brent lonteen, Peoria Area Convention 

and Visitors Bureau

terry Madsen, Bureau County Tourism

Jim Mcconoughey, Heartland Partnership

Kevin McGuire (ex-officio) , University of 

Illinois – Fulton County Extension

Jim Miller, Illinois Audubon Society

Mike Miller, Peoria Park District

Marc Miller (ex-officio), Illinois 

Department of Natural Resources

Bridget o’Brien, Heritage Harbor Ottawa

Mark Rothert, Spoon River Partnership 

for Economic Development

eric Schenck, Ducks Unlimited

Brad Smith, Fondulac Park District

Kim St. John (ex-officio), USDA - Natural 

Resources Conservation Service

terry Svob, City of Havana

Dan Willett, Willett’s Winery

Reed Wilson, City of Ottawa

Byway Mission
The mission of the Illinois River Road 

National Scenic Byway is to provide 

a living museum without walls that 

will enhance people’s experience of 

the nature, history and archaeology, 

and other intrinsic qualities of the 

Byway, while providing and maintaining 

unique recreational and educational 

experiences for visitors and residents, 

and sustaining local communities’ 

economies and quality of life.

Illinois River Road 
National Scenic 
Byway Board of Directors
 

anaise Berry, Executive Director, Illinois 

River Road National Scenic Byway

Mike Quine (chairman) 
The Nature Conservancy Board

Brad McMillan (vice chairman) 
Bradley University

Dr. Michael Wiant (Secretary/treasurer) 
Dickson Mounds Museum

pamela anderson, City of Pekin

Merry Bassi, Hennepin Business 

Association

Jason Beverlin, The Nature Conservancy

vickie clark, EDC for Central Illinois

Russ crawford, Caterpillar, Inc.

Brian (Fox) ellis, Fox Tales, Inc.  

Jeff Fiegenschuh, City of Princeton

Bob Frazee, University of Illinois

Susan Galloway, Peoria Area Convention 

and Visitors Bureau

Bud Grieves, G & G Hotels

Nate Hurn, Congressman Aaron Schock

Melissa Hendricks (ex-officio), IDOT Office 

of Planning & Programming
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Interpretive Assessment 
of the Byway
Several intriguing aspects of the Byway 

contribute to its interpretive assets. 

Firstly, the physical Byway itself—the 

network of roadways that together 

constitute the Byway corridor—hugs 

the Illinois River, for the most part. 

Thus, the visitor’s Byway experience is 

almost entirely a river experience, and 

interpretation can quite literally go with 

the flow of the river. Outlying waypoints 

along the route allow visitors to venture 

away from the river to see remarkable 

grasslands and sand plains features, 

then return to the river and experience 

the resulting contrast. Secondly, the 

Byway showcases the Illinois River, 

which is unique and important in its 

own right, and is iconic as the corridor 

that connects this nation’s two defining 

interior waterways—the Great Lakes and 

the Mississippi River.

Thirdly, the Byway offers striking 

incongruities that offer great 

interpretive opportunities. The river 

itself is a stunning and magnetically 

appealing surprise on the landscape—a 

narrow, verdant, tree-lined ribbon 

of life that cuts through an ocean of 

corn. From any direction, the visitor 

approaches the Byway through this 

agricultural ocean, then suddenly drops 

into an amazing, narrow mosaic of 

forests, wetlands, and flowing water.  

Also surprising and unique is the Illinois 

River valley’s defining history. A sudden, 

dramatic, cataclysmic event, in the 

form of the Kankakee Torrent, helped 

carve this valley. In the wake of this 

abrupt transformation, human history 

Illinois River Road 
National Scenic Byway 
Interpretive Committee
Jason Beverlin, chair, The Nature 

Conservancy

anaise Berry, Executive Director, Illinois 

River Road National Scenic Byway

Bonnie cannon, Wildlife Prairie State Park

Jim Miller, Illinois Audubon Society

Mike Miller, Forest Park Nature Center, 

Peoria Park District

tobias Miller, Starved Rock State Park

linda prescott, Wildlife Prairie State Park

angie Sanders, University of Illinois Fulton 

County Extension

Dr. Michael Wiant, Illinois State Museum - 

Dickson Mound
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Illinois River Road 
National Scenic 
Byway Map
The Illinois River Road National Scenic 

Byway passes through seven gateway 

communities, including Ottawa, 

Princeton, Peoria, East Peoria, Pekin, 

Canton, and Havana. A gateway is an 

entranceway or entry point to the 

Byway that offers guidance to visitors 

about recreational opportunities, 

travel itineraries, and interpretive 

programming in the area. 

played out on a more gradual time scale, 

over more than 12,000 years. A final 

incongruity lies in the coexistence of 

intensive industry and natural diversity 

and beauty. The Illinois River is a working 

river—a major transportation route for 

agricultural and industrial products. 

Nature has had to “make its peace” with 

industry, and this dynamic interchange 

between humans and nature here offers 

rich interpretive fodder. At Emiquon 

National Wildlife Refuge and TNC 

Emiquon Preserve, nature is regaining a 

toehold—natural communities that were 

lost a century ago are returning. At the 

Starved Rock dam, visitors can witness 

the flow of commerce in action, and 

nuanced interpretation can deepen their 

experience of what they see.

Lastly, the Byway’s features are hemmed 

in by and tethered to this narrow, 

fluid ribbon of life. The historic button 

factories; the heavy industries in Peoria; 

the rail lines that followed the river 

corridor; the fantastic array of marshes, 

backwater lakes, seeps, grasslands, 

and bottomland forests; the immense 

diversity of plants and animals that 

inhabit these natural communities—all 

these historical, cultural, recreational 

and aesthetic assets are confined within 

the river corridor. 

An interpretive challenge for the 

Illinois River Byway is that many of the 

Byway’s stunning natural areas and 

nature-based waypoints are separated 

from one another by development  

that can distract the visitor from the 

Byway experience and thematic stories. 

Creative interpretive options can  help 

bridge the gaps between nature-based 

waypoints, and this plan will make 

suggestions of how to accomplish this.  

Bald Eagle Viewing on the Illinois River
among the most significant nature tourism draws along the Illinois River 
are the Bald eagles that concentrate in winter at sites such as the Starved 
Rock lock and Dam. eagle watchers gather to view these magnificent 
birds at Starved Rock State park and the Illinois Waterway visitors center. 
organizations such as the Illinois Raptor center, the Starved Rock audubon 
Society, and the uS army corps of engineers promote eagle watching through 
events such as the Bald eagle Watch Weekend in January.

Bald eagles are not limited in their range to the section of river adjacent to 
Starved Rock. eagles are often seen along the entire stretch of the river, even 
in some of the most industrialized areas. the juxtaposition of Bald eagles 
and grain elevators and barges is one of the more interesting contrasts 
experienced along the Illinois River.

the challenge for using eagle watching as an iconic feature or brand builder 
is that this resource is shared with numerous states. eagle watching is hardly 
limited to the Illinois River. certainly it has regional appeal, but this is not the 
type of birding that will move birders great distances from other states since 
eagle watches are most likely promoted near their homes as well.

However, the Bald eagle conservation story fits perfectly with the one of the 
Byway’s key interpretive sub-themes—restoration. From its population collapse 
due to pesticides (DDt, in particular), the Bald eagle has made a spectacular 
recovery. the eagle offers  a metaphor for the restoration efforts underway at 
such Byway waypoints as emiquon and in communities such as canton. 
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Illinois River/Ted Lee Eubanks, Inc.

Thematic Interpretive 
Framework
Overarching Theme: 
Shaped by ongoing and often dramatic 
changes, the productive and beautiful 
Illinois River valley sustains richly 
varied natural and human communities.

Driving the Illinois River Road Scenic 

Byway, the region’s astonishing 

biodiversity reveals itself to the attentive 

traveler. Raptors, waterfowl, songbirds, 

deer, and a host of other wildlife 

species grace the landscape’s mosaic 

of wetlands prairies, woodland seeps, 

hardwood forests, and scores of other 

natural communities.

Winding alongside the wide Illinois 

River, the abundance of the river and 

its valley is evident at every turn. Long 

rows of corn and soybeans green the 

countryside, barges carry commodities 

up and downstream, roadside stands sell 

fruit and vegetables, and anglers cast 

into the river’s slow-moving waters.

Along the route, visitors continually 

encounter the long human legacy 

of this landscape, the accumulated 

cultural history of Native Americans, 

French explorers, American settlers, and 

immigrants who were drawn by the river 

valley’s abundant natural resources and 

who built their lives and communities 

from the land and river.

Throughout the Scenic Byway corridor, 

the landscape tells a story of continual 

changes that shape every aspect of 

this region—from its age-old geologic 

formations to the path of the wide and 

winding Illinois River itself.

In the vicinity of each gateway 

community lie a number of waypoint 

sites. Waypoints are destination sites on 

or near the Byway corridor that offer a 

compelling experience of one or more of 

the region’s intrinsic qualities to visitors.

In the map on the left, the seven 

gateways and their associated waypoints 

are highlighted in the colored inset 

boxes. On the map itself, the waypoints 

are color-coded to match their gateway 

inset box. Two gateways—Ottawa 

and Pekin—have, in addition to their 

associated waypoints, annual events at 

particular locations that are indicated in 

their colored inset box and on the map.

 

Chapter 2. Byway 
Interpretation
Interpretive Objectives
1. Welcome visitors and orient them 

to the Byway and its attractions and 

services.

2. Help Byway visitors gain a deeper 

understanding of and appreciation for 

the cultural and natural history of the 

Illinois River corridor. 

3. Motivate travelers to explore the 

Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway 

in its entirety by providing graphically 

unified, thematic interpretive messages; 

consistent symbolic wayfinding and 

directional signage; printed maps 

and itineraries; and a website with a 

clickable image map and route planning 

capabilities. 
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Biking on the I&M Canal/Starved 

Rock Lodge

Orchard Hill/Fermata, Inc.

Subtheme #2
the Illinois River valley as it looks 
today is the result of continual and 
often dramatic natural changes to 
the landscape.

2.1 Geological transformations have 
shaped the Illinois River Valley.

2.2 Since the end of the Ice Age, 
dynamic natural communities have 
become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Some of the processes that shaped this 

river and its valley are, literally, as old as 

the hills. Sandstone and limestone bluffs 

recall an era, millions of years past, 

when an ancient sea overspread this 

region. The Mississippi River once flowed 

through this valley, before glaciers 

shifted its course to the west. South of 

Hennepin, the Illinois River follows the 

Mississippi’s ancient channel. A more 

recent glacial event sculpted the upper 

reaches of the Illinois River. Roughly 

17,000 years ago, glacial meltwaters 

burst through a rock-earth dam holding 

back a massive lake, unleashing the 

Kankakee Torrent, which carved the river 

valley all the way to Hennepin. 

As the glaciers retreated, lichens and 

plants reinhabited the barren landscape, 

many of which sprouted from seeds 

left behind in the glacial deposits. In 

the thousands of years since then, 

rich topsoils accumulated, and complex 

and varied communities of plants 

and animals—from lush bottomland 

hardwood forests and riparian 

floodplains to tallgrass prairies 

and woodland spring seeps—have 

established and flourished here.

Subtheme #1
people depend upon the region’s natural 
bounty for their livelihood, for beauty, 
and for recreation.

1.1 The Illinois River Valley offers 
extensive opportunities for recreation 
and renewal.

1.2 The rich natural resources of the 
Illinois River Valley provide a livelihood 
for many valley residents.

Visitors and residents alike seek out 

the region’s outstanding recreational 

opportunities, from biking and hiking 

on rail trails to camping and picnicking 

at the valley’s many state sites. Along 

the Scenic Byway, people can immerse 

themselves in the outdoors—watching 

wildlife, fishing, hunting, horseback 

riding, and boating—or discover 

the region’s cultural history at area 

museums, historic sites, and visitor 

centers. The valley’s natural areas 

also offer important opportunities 

for relaxation, solitude, and quiet 

contemplation. Recreation and tourism 

are emerging as important contributors 

to the regional economy.

As they have for more than 12 thousand 

years, people continue to earn their 

livelihoods from the natural wealth 

of the Illinois River Valley. Enormous 

fields of corn and soybeans blanket 

the landscape. Family farms grow 

grapes, trees, native plants, herbs and 

ornamental plants. In summer and 

autumn, roadside stands offer fresh 

produce to travelers.
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This natural heritage is vulnerable to 

human activities, which have changed 

the river and its valley in many ways. 

Many wildlife populations have declined 

during the last century, trends that 

people are working hard to reverse. 

By 1922, for example, the Illinois River 

at Chillicothe was considered dead in 

ecological terms; today 82 species of 

fish and 33 species of mussels inhabit 

that section of the river.

Restoration and reclamation work 

are transforming drained farmlands, 

old strip mines, and construction 

sites into wetland and prairie habitat. 

Such restoration work is complex and 

long-term, often entailing on-going 

intervention to maintain habitats. 

Projects initiated through the Clean 

Water Act have markedly improved 

water quality. Many designated parks 

and natural areas along the Illinois River 

Road National Scenic Byway conserve 

and restore the valley’s native habitat.

Subtheme #4
the Illinois River valley’s natural 
wealth has attracted people for 
thousands of years.

4.1 The Illinois River Valley bears rich 
archeological evidence of Native 
American peoples who lived in the valley 
for thousands of years.

4.2 Explorers and settlers were drawn by 
the region’s productivity and beauty.

4.3 The Illinois River and its surrounding 
valley have been profoundly shaped by 
human hands

Subtheme #3
the natural communities of plants 
and wildlife that inhabit this evolving 
landscape are varied, complex, 
and—with careful stewardship—
immensely productive.

3.1 For thousands of years, the Illinois 
River Valley has sustained abundant and 
diverse plant and wildlife species.

3.2 Industrialization has threatened the 
Illinois River Valley’s remarkable natural 
abundance.

3.3 Dedicated citizens are working 
together to restore the valley’s land and 
water resources.

More than twenty unique natural 

communities make up the rich natural 

fabric of the Illinois River Valley, 

including oak/hickory savannas, sand 

prairies, marshes, upland grassland 

communities, bottomland hardwood 

forests, and open backwater lakes. 

These natural communities are home to 

phenomenal biodiversity. Some 275 bird 

species inhabit the valley, including such 

uncommon species as Bell’s Vireo and 

Sedge Wren and neotropical migrants like 

Yellow-billed Cuckoo and Scarlet Tanager. 

Bald Eagles migrate and nest along the 

river corridor in increasing numbers, 

captivating visitors at many waypoints 

along the Byway. Immense numbers of 

waterfowl migrate here as well, making 

the region a magnet to hunters.

Birds are but one subset of the region’s 

natural heritage. From ornate box turtles 

and bullsnakes to big brown bats and 

white-tailed deer, wildlife abounds along 

the river corridor.
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Levees and dams harness the river’s 

flow, shaping the land and river. A series 

of channels, dams, and locks on the 

Illinois River links the Great Lakes with 

the Mississippi River, creating a cross-

continental commercial transportation 

route from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. 

Interpretive Approach
Every gateway and waypoint along 

the Illinois River Road National Scenic 

Byway has a compelling story to tell 

that can deepen visitors’ appreciation 

of this region’s intrinsic values. Each 

can illuminate the Byway’s overarching 

interpretive theme by bringing to 

light and to life the vivid, compelling, 

captivating stories specific to each place. 

Effective interpretation starts not with 

the big picture—it doesn’t expound on 

broad scientific concepts or preach lofty 

ideals. It starts with a vivid story rooted 

in a particular place and tells that story 

in such a way as to touch lightly upon 

the broad concepts and ideals. Good 

interpretation engages the visitor’s 

heart, soul, and senses.

Though one could tell many stories at 

each gateway community and waypoint 

along the Byway, an effective approach 

is to identify the particular stories that 

most effectively illuminate the Byway’s 

intrinsic values and overarching theme 

and match those stories to the sites at 

which they are most evident. 

For example, the Ottawa region is a 

good place to focus on the story of the 

Illinois River’s flow, its changes over 

time by human and natural causes, and 

the impacts of those changes. This is 

the broad concept—the specific stories 

include the Kankakee Torrent and its 

For at least twelve thousand years, 

people have lived in the Illinois River 

Valley, drawn by its natural abundance, 

navigable river, and the fertile soils 

along the river’s floodplain. Many 

Native American peoples lived here, 

hunting, gathering, and growing crops, 

and traveling the Illinois River in 

dugout canoes. The remains of ancient 

communities along the Illinois River 

Road National Scenic Byway, including 

Dickson Mounds and Rockwell Mound, 

offer a window into the native peoples’ 

long tenure in this valley.

In the 1600s, European explorers, fur 

traders, and missionaries came to the 

Illinois River Valley. They built homes, 

forts, trading posts and missions, and 

lived among the Native Americans. 

By the early 1800s, Euro-American 

settlers were flocking to the region. 

Conflict and disease decimated native 

communities. Treaties between the 

United States government and tribal 

leaders transferred land ownership to 

the federal government and moved 

native peoples away from their historic 

valley homeland.

As settlers came to the region, 

communities sprang up, built from the 

land’s abundance. The Illinois River 

yielded astonishing catches of fish 

and mussels, sustaining what was 

once one of the nation’s largest inland 

fisheries. Hunters sought out the river’s 

multitudes of waterfowl. Settlers grew 

crops in the fertile soil and grazed 

livestock on prairie grasses. Immigrants 

came to the valley to extract the land’s 

abundant minerals, predominantly coal, 

but also sandstone, limestone and clay, 

which were used for construction, brick-

making, and pottery.

Tallgrass Prairie Restoration in 

Matthiessen State Park/

Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.
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Illinois River from Starved Rock/

Micheal Jeffords

The East Peoria gateway region 

embodies the story of Illinois River 

commerce—how canals and trains 

linked Lake Michigan to the Mississippi, 

propelling Chicago into the industrial 

hub of the Midwest; and how this 

commerce was built upon the Illinois 

River Valley’s incredibly productive 

natural communities. Sites like Toluca 

Mining Park, the East Peoria Riverfront 

Greenway, and the East Peoria 

Riverfront Park are good places at which 

to tell this story.

The Pekin gateway region showcases 

the Byway’s agricultural stories—the 

story of the phenomenally rich soils 

of the Illinois River floodplain; the 

transformation of tallgrass prairie to 

corn and soybean-dominated agriculture 

and the resulting economic benefits and 

ecological changes; the story of how 

local agriculture has diversified, growing 

crops ranging from grapes and pumpkins 

to apples and lavender.

The Canton gateway region highlights 

the story of restoration, including the 

restoration of wetlands and tallgrass 

prairies from agricultural fields and 

strip mines, as well as the restoration 

of important Native American sites like 

Dickson Mounds. The Canton region’s 

restored landscapes are, in turn, 

inviting the return of a plethora of plant 

and wildlife species native to those 

landscapes, which sustained the native 

cultures that lived here for thousands of 

years. The story of restoration is fitting, 

too, for the city of Canton, which has 

redefined itself after losing the industrial 

base (International Harvester) that was 

once the cornerstone of its economy. 

shaping of the Illinois River valley as we 

see it today; the plants and wildlife that 

are drawn to this river and valley (like 

the Bald Eagles that captivate visitors at 

Starved Rock State Park); the creation 

of the canals, locks, and dams that 

connected Chicago with the Mississippi 

via the Illinois River, and so on. Ottawa’s 

key waypoints—Starved Rock State Park, 

Buffalo Rock State Park, Matthiessen 

State Park, the Illinois and Michigan 

Canal, and the Illinois Waterway Visitor 

Center—are all excellent sites to illuminate 

this story.

The Princeton region offers excellent 

sites at which to tell the story of the 

prairie—how it defined the character of 

this landscape; its ecological richness and 

complexity; its horizon-sweeping extent; 

its replacement, following settlement, 

by another grass species—domesticated 

corn—which, in turn, grew the region’s 

economy; and the remarkable efforts 

to restore native prairie to the Illinois 

River Valley. Many of its waypoints, from 

Hennepin and Hopper Lakes Restoration 

Project and McCune Sand Prairie to the 

Old Indian Boundary Line Prairie and 

Mautino State Fish and Wildlife Area, 

vividly reveal this story.

The Peoria gateway region offers a 

rich cultural history that is intimately 

entwined with the history of the river. 

Will it play in Peoria? This question rings 

as true today, when Peoria has come to 

represent heartland America, as it did 

when this thriving river town was a key 

stop on vaudeville and jazz circuits. Its 

cultural history comes alive at such 

sites as Grandview Drive, the Peoria 

Riverfront District, and the Spirit of 

Peoria are some of the regions waypoints 

where this story shines.
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Bison and baby, Wlldlife Prairie State 

Park/Jim Miller

Monarch/Jim Miller

the Byway Interpretive Committee 

identified 28 of these sites as priority 

sites for interpretation. Knowing 

that Phase I of the Byway’s 

interpretation allows for a limited 

number of interpretive signage for the 

Byway, the Committee further identified 

ten sites for Phase I signage.

But static signage is just one piece 

of effective interpretive strategy. 

All 100+ sites are noteworthy—that 

is why they were identified for 

inclusion in this process. And all are 

worthy of interpretation. Fermata 

strongly recommends that, in future 

interpretation, the Byway utilize a range 

of interpretive media to tell the Byway’s 

stories, including not only physical media 

like signs and brochures, but also virtual 

interpretative media—like websites, 

blogsites, and podcasts—which offer 

an effective, dynamic interpretation 

for visitors. 

The table on the right lists all Byway 

waypoints and gateway kiosk sites 

and the interpretive sub-themes we 

recommend focusing on at those sites. 

This table includes only currently 

identified waypoints and may expand 

to incorporate other waypoints in the 

future. Note that three sites—Emiquon 

National Wildlife Refuge, The Nature 

Conservancy Emiquon Preserve, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum—appear in both 

the Canton and Havana Byway sections, 

because the two sections overlap at this 

point. Waypoints identified by letters, 

rather than numbers, refer to sites at 

which annual events occur—these would 

only be destinations at the time of the 

events. Waypoints identified by the 

Byway Interpretive Committee for Phase 

I interpretive signage are indicated with 

a brown “X” in the Priority Site column.

The Havana region is the place to tell 

the astounding fisheries story—a story 

of phenomenal natural abundance that 

turned the Illinois River into the most 

productive freshwater fishery in the 

country and made Havana a hub of 

fishing industry commerce. And fishing 

commerce is just one part of the story. 

We can fire visitors’ imaginations and 

interest by telling about some of the 

Illinois River’s most captivating aquatic 

community members, like the American 

paddlefish and the phenomenally 

abundant freshwater mollusks that 

sustained a regional button industry. 

Of course, not all the waypoints within 

each gateway section of the Byway will 

offer stories that fall neatly into the 

larger stories suggested above. And that 

is as it should be—good interpretation 

is as fluid as the Illinois River itself, 

not trying to force stories where they 

aren’t easily told. But the interpretive 

approach outlined above provides a 

basic structure, like the channel in 

which the river flows, that will help 

visitors integrate their experiences 

along the Byway and understand the 

region as a whole. 

Byway Waypoints and 
Associated Interpretive 
Sub-themes
In preparing this interpretive plan, 

Fermata reviewed all 100+ waypoints 

along the Byway, which were selected for 

inclusion for their outstanding natural 

attributes. Fermata assessed each site’s 

visitor amenities, existing interpretation, 

and the interpretive stories that could be 

told there. During the planning process, 
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Princeton Railroad Terminal/Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

Table Key: Interpretive Sub-themes 
1.  Regional commerce and recreation: people depend upon the region’s natural bounty for their livelihood, for beauty, and for recreation.
2. Geology: the Illinois River valley as it looks today is the result of continual and often dramatic changes to the landscape.
3. ecology: the natural communities of plants and wildlife that inhabit this evolving landscape are varied, complex, and-with careful 
    stewardship-immensely productive.
4. Human History: the Illinois River valley’s natural wealth has attracted people for thousands of years.

Waypoint # Byway 
Section

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site
(phase I 
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

1 Ottawa City of Ottawa City of Ottawa Ottawa X X X

2 Ottawa Illini State Park IDNR Marseilles X X X

3 Ottawa Illinois and Michigan 
Canal 

IDNR LaSalle X

4 Ottawa Sandy Ford Natural Area IDNR Streator X X

5 Ottawa Hopalong Cassidy Trail Streator 
Tourism 

Streator X

6 Ottawa Catlin County Park LaSalle County Ottawa X X

7 Ottawa Starved Rock State Park IDNR Utica X X X

8 Ottawa Matthiessen State Park IDNR Utica X X

9 Ottawa Mitchell Grove Nature 
Preserve 

IDNR Utica X X

10 Ottawa Village of Utica Utica X

11 Ottawa Illinois Waterway Visitors 
Center 

U.S. Army 
Corps of Engi-
neers 

Ottawa X

12 Ottawa Buffalo Rock State Park IDNR Ottawa X X X

13 Ottawa Spring Lake Park City of Streator Streator X

A Ottawa Weber House and Garden Streator 
Tourism 

Streator X

Continued on next page
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Waypoint # Byway 
Section

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site
(phase I 
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

B Ottawa Hegeler Carus Mansion Hegeler Carus 
Foundation

LaSalle X X

C Ottawa Flock to the Rock (Event) LaSalle County 
Tourism Assn. 

Princeton Gateway 
Kiosk

City of Princeton (site 
TBD)

X X X X

1 Princeton Warneke Woods Bureau County 
SWCD 

Princeton
X

X X

2 Princeton Hennepin Canal Parkway 
State Park 

IDNR Sheffield X X

3 Princeton McCune Sand Prairie Bureau County 
SWCD 

Mineral X X

4 Princeton Witness Tree Bureau County 
SWCD 

Princeton X

5 Princeton Mautino State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Sheffield X

6 Princeton LaFayette Home Nursery Owner Lafayette X X

7 Princeton Indian Creek Vineyard Owner Toulon X X

8 Princeton Schneider’s Orchard Owner Henry X

9 Princeton Condit’s Ranch and 
Stables 

Owner Putnam X X

10 Princeton Miller-Anderson Woods 
Nature Preserve

IDNR DePue X

11 Princeton Hennepin and Hopper 
Lakes Restoration Project

The Wetlands 
Initiative

Hennepin
X

X

12 Princeton Putnam County           
Conservation District

IDNR Hennepin X

13 Princeton Boggio’s Little Mountain 
Orchard 

Owner Granville X

14 Princeton Plow Creek Farm Owner Tiskilwa X

15 Princeton Hornbaker Gardens Owner Princeton X

16 Princeton Donnelley Depue State 
Fish and Wildlife Area

IDNR DePue X X

A Princeton Old Indian Boundary    
Line Prairie 

Bureau County 
SWCD 

Princeton
X

X X X

B Princeton Barto Landing Hall Township Spring 
Valley

X

C Princeton Red Covered Bridge Bureau County Princeton X X X X

1 Peoria Spirit of Peoria Spirit of Peoria Peoria X X

2 Peoria Laura Bradley Park Peoria Park 
District 

Peoria X X

3 Peoria Lakeview Museum of Art 
and Sciences 

Owner Peoria X

4 Peoria Wildlife Prairie State Park IDNR Hanna City X X

5 Peoria Jubilee College State Park IDNR Brimfield X X X

Continued on next page

Continued from previous page
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Waypoint # Byway 
Section

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site
(phase I 
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

6 Peoria William H. Sommer Park Peoria Park 
District

Edwards X

7 Peoria Apple Blossom Farm Owner Peoria X

8 Peoria Rock Island Trail State 
Park 

IDNR Peoria
X

X X X

9 Peoria Green View Nursery Owner Dunlap X

10 Peoria Forest Park Nature Center Peoria Park 
District 

Peoria
X

X X

11 Peoria Glen Oak Park, Zoo, and 
Luthy Botanical Garden

Peoria Park 
District

Peoria X

12 Peoria Springdale Cemetery 
Savanna 

Springdale 
Foundation

Peoria X X

13 Peoria Grandview Drive Peoria Park 
District

Peoria
X

X X

14 Peoria Peoria Riverfront District Peoria 
Riverfront 
Association 

Peoria X X X

15 Peoria Kickapoo Creek Winery Owner Edwards X

A Peoria Peoria Heights Tower 
Park

The Village of 
Peoria Heights

Peoria 
Heights

1 E. Peoria River Trail of Illinois Fondulac Park 
District 

East 
Peoria

X X

2 E. Peoria East Peoria Riverfront 
Greenway 

Fondulac Park 
District 

East 
Peoria

X
X X

3 E. Peoria Detweiller Park Peoria Park 
District 

Peoria X

4 E. Peoria Robinson Park Peoria Park 
District 

Peoria
X

X X

5 E. Peoria Camp Wokanda Peoria Park 
District 

Chillicothe
X

X

6 E. Peoria Shore Acres Park Chillicothe 
Park District 

Chillicothe
X

X X

7 E. Peoria Marshall State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Lacon X X X

8 E. Peoria Toluca Coal Mine Park City of Toluca Toluca X X

9 E. Peoria Bennett’s Terraqueous 
Garden

Fondulac Park 
District

East 
Peoria

X

10 E. Peoria East Peoria Riverfront 
Park

City of East 
Peoria 

East 
Peoria

X X X

11 E. Peoria Wightman Lake             
Restoration Project

Ducks 
Unlimited 

Sparland X

12 E. Peoria Singing Woods Peoria Park 
District 

Peoria X X

A E. Peoria Fondulac Drive Fondulac Park 
District 

East 
Peoria

X

B E. Peoria Fondulac Farm Park Fondulac Park 
District 

East 
Peoria

Continued on next page

Continued from previous page
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Waypoint # Byway 
Section

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site
(phase I 
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

C E. Peoria North River Beach Drive City of Chilli-
cothe 

Chillicothe

1 Pekin Dirksen Park Pekin Park 
District 

Pekin X X

2 Pekin McNaughton Park Pekin Park 
District 

Pekin
X

X X

3 Pekin Independence Park Pekin Park 
District 

Marquette 
Heights

X X

4 Pekin Fort Crevecoeur Park Pekin Park 
District 

Creve 
Coeur

X X X

5 Pekin Tante Park Pekin Park 
District 

Pekin X

6 Pekin Lavender Creek Farm Owner Mackinaw X

7 Pekin Mackinaw Valley Vineyard Owner Mackinaw X

8 Pekin Mendenhall Park Wetland 
Area

The Village of 
Bartonvile

Bartonville X X

9 Pekin Spring Lake State Fish 
and Wildlife Area 

IDNR Manito
X

X X

10 Pekin Pekin Riverfront Park The City of 
Pekin

X X X

A Pekin Pekin Main Street’s Eagle 
Census Festival  (Event)

Pekin Main 
Street 

Pekin X X

B Pekin Marigold Festival (Event) Pekin Chamber 
of Commerce 

Pekin X

Canton Gateway Kiosk City of Canton: Jones 
Park

X X X X

1 Canton Lakeland Park Canton Park 
District 

Canton X X

2 Canton Big Creek Park Canton Park 
District 

Canton X

3 Canton Canton Lake City of Canton Canton X X

4 Canton Banner Marsh State Fish 
and Wildlife Area 

IDNR Canton
X

X X

5 Canton Rice Lake State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Canton
X

X X

6 Canton Fulton County Camping 
and Recreation Area

Fulton County St. David X

7 Canton The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve

The Nature 
Conservancy

Lewistown
X

X

8 Canton Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge

USFWS Lewistown
X

X

9 Canton Bill Swango’s Wildlife Art 
Gallery 

Owner Lewistown X X

10 Canton Orchard Hill Farm Owner Lewistown X

11 Canton Dickson Mounds Museum IDNR Lewistown X X X X

12 Canton Spoon River College 
Arboretum 

Spoon River 
College 

Canton X X

Continued on next page

Continued from previous page
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Waypoint # Byway 
Section

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site
(phase I 
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

A Canton Liverpool Riverfront Village of 
Liverpool 

Liverpool X

B Canton Bernadotte Dam on the 
Spoon River 

Berna-
dotte

X

C Canton Copperas Creek City of Canton Banner X X

Havana Gateway Kiosk City of Havana: Corner of 
Main and Schraeder

Havana X X X X

1 Havana Havana Riverfront Park Havana Park 
District

Havana X X

2 Havana Chautauqua National 
Wildlife Refuge 

U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service 

Havana
X

X

3 Havana Jake Wolf Memorial Fish 
Hatchery 

IDNR Topeka X X

4 Havana Sand Ridge State Forest IDNR Forest City X X

5 Havana Mason State Tree Nursery IDNR Topeka X

6 Havana The Llama Farm Owner Havana X

7 Havana The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve 

The Nature 
Conservancy 

Lewistown
X

X

8 Havana Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge

USFWS Lewistown
X

X

9 Havana Anderson Lake State 
Conservation Area 

IDNR Lewistown X

10 Havana Sanganois State Wildlife 
Area 

The Nature 
Conservancy

Lewistown X

11 Havana Dickson Mounds Museum IDNR Lewistown X X X X

A Havana Rockwell Mound Havana X

Continued from previous page

Illinois River/Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.
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development by site managers, and 

other factors, the Byway Interpretive 

Committee selected ten priority 

sites from this larger priority list for 

interpretation in Phase I (approved on 

May 20, 2008). The table below lists 

the 10 priority sites selected for Phase I 

interpretation, as well as the gateways, 

which will each receive an interpretive 

kiosk during Phase I. Each gateway kiosk 

will have at least one panel that focuses 

on the local story of that gateway 

region. The table below describes the 

recommended interpretive storyline 

for each site, and the interpretive sub-

theme(s) that each panel will address. 

Priority Waypoints for 
Phase I Interpretation
During the interpretive planning 

process, the Byway Interpretive 

Committee identified 28 priority 

waypoints for on-site, static 

interpretation. However, given the finite 

funding available for static interpretive 

exhibit design and fabrication in 

Phase I of the project, as well as 

existing interpretation at some sites, 

interpretation already planned for 

* Interpretive Framework Sub-theme key:
1. Regional commerce and recreation: people depend upon the region’s natural bounty for their livelihood, for beauty, and for recreation.

2. Geology: the Illinois River valley as it looks today is the result of continual and often dramatic changes to the landscape.

3. ecology: the natural communities of plants and wildlife that inhabit this evolving landscape are varied, complex, and-with careful 

    stewardship-immensely productive.

4. Human History: the Illinois River valley’s natural wealth has attracted people for thousands of years.

phase I interpretation sites Recommended Interpretive Storyline Interpretive 
Framework 
Sub-theme(s) 
addressed*

ottawa Section

Ottawa Gateway Kiosk As the northernmost Byway gateway, Ottawa is a good place to tell the story of water as the 
defining force of the Byway region, of the Kankakee Torrent that shaped this river valley, and 
of ways in which humans further modified the river’s flow to meet their needs.

Geology,      
Human History

Catlin County Park Chinquapin oak savanna at Catlin County Park is just one of the many distinct natural 
communities of the Illinois River valley, populated by diverse plant and wildlife species that 
visitors can see along park trails. Efforts are underway across the region to restore this 
uncommon natural community to the valley.

Ecology

princeton Section

Princeton Gateway Kiosk Native prairie once stretched across this landscape, creating an ocean of grass through 
which the Illinois River cut. Another grain has replaced that native grassland—an ocean of 
corn that is an economic mainstay to the region. This panel can point out some of the key 
sites in the region where visitors can see the native prairie, as well as places where prairie 
restoration is underway. 

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Ecology,       
Human History

Red Covered Bridge the Byway Interpretive committee requested one panel, located at the Red covered Bridge, 
that would connect  three priority sites in the princeton section: Warnecke Woods, old Indian 
Boundary line prairie, and Red covered Bridge. The interpretive story that links the three sites 
is that of restoration—of native forest in Warnecke Woods, of native prairie at Old Indian, and 
of an important piece of local cultural history at Red Covered Bridge.

Ecology,       
Human History

Barge entering Starved Rock Locks/

Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page

Continued on next page

phase I interpretation sites Recommended Interpretive Storyline Interpretive 
Framework 
Sub-theme(s) 
addressed*

peoria Section

Peoria Gateway Kiosk Peoria’s local-story panel on the gateway kiosk can tell the story of  how, as a result of the 
linking of the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River via the Illinois River, Peoria grew to 
become a great river town that was a key stop on vaudeville and jazz circuits and attracted 
such famed visitors as Teddy Roosevelt.

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Human History

Grandview Drive This historic drive, along which some of Peoria’s finest homes were built and which affords 
sweeping views of the Illinois River, is the perfect place to tell the story of the industry that 
built Peoria and the river that facilitated the flow of goods between the Great Lakes and the 
Gulf of Mexico.

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Human History

east peoria Section

East Peoria Gateway Kiosk The East Peoria gateway panel can tell the story of commerce on the Illinois River—of how 
canals and trains linked Lake Michigan to the Mississippi, helping make Chicago the indus-
trial hub of the Midwest, and how the Illinois River Valley’s phenomenal wealth of natural 
resources fueled the industrial growth along the river, as evidenced at many of the waypoints 
along this section of the Byway.

Ecology,       
Human History

Shore Acres Park the Byway Interpretive committee requested one panel, located at Shore acres park, that 
interprets and connects Robinson park, camp Wokonda, and Shore acres. Located on the west 
bank of the Illinois River, Shore Acres is a good place to tell the story of the remarkable 
co-existence of two seemingly incongruous migratory activities—the busy flow of barge 
commerce up and down the river and the seasonal movements of vast numbers of migratory 
birds along the river corridor. Parks like Shore Acres, Robinson and Camp Wokonda conserve 
varied habitats that sustains this migratory wildlife.

Ecology,       
Human History

Wightman Lake Restoration 
Project

Site managers plan to fund exhibit to be designed and fabricated as part of phase I work. The 
panel can interpret the restoration of both wetland and forest habitat here from lands that 
had been cleared and drained for agriculture. This restoration is creating habitat countless 
plant and wildlife species, and the panel will showcase some of these.

Ecology,       
Human History

pekin Section

Pekin Gateway Kiosk The Pekin gateway panel can tell the region’s agricultural story—of the phenomenally rich 
soils of the Illinois River floodplain; the transformation of tallgrass prairie to corn and 
soybean-dominated agriculture, and how local agriculture has diversified in recent years, 
growing commercial crops ranging from grapes and pumpkins to apples and lavender.

Ecology,       
Human History

McNaughton Park Designated as an Important Bird Area by the National Audubon Society, McNaughton Park is 
part of a network of conserved habitat along the Illinois River that provides a home or stop-
over point to wildlife. Panel will highlight key species that visitors can watch for on the Park’s 
many trails—by foot, bike, or horseback.

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Ecology

Spring Lake State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

This is a perfect site to begin with a very specific story about an iconic wildlife species that 
frequents Spring Lake—the American Pelican—and use that as a lead-in to the larger story 
of how this lake, which was once part of the main channel of the Illinois river, is part of the 
vibrant, continually changing floodplain of the river.

Ecology

canton Section

Canton Gateway Kiosk Canton’s local-story panel on its gateway kiosk can tell the regional story of restoration and 
renewal—both in the restored wetlands, forests, and prairie sites along Byway, and within the 
city of Canton itself. 

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Ecology,       
Human History

Banner Marsh State Fish and 
Wildlife Area / Rice Lake State 
Fish and Wildlife Area

Fermata recommends creating one panel that interprets and connects Banner Marsh and Rice 
lake State Fish and Wildlife areas, and adding the emiquon/Dickson Mounds Museum sites to the 
phase I interpretation project.  

Freshwater mussels once abounded along the Illinois River—in the river itself and in wetlands 
like those at Banner Marsh and Rice Lake. They were harvested in great quantities to make 
buttons, and the button industry thrived along the Illinois River. Dredging, dam building, and 
pollution have drastically reduced mussel populations, some of which are recovering as a 
result of restoration and conservation efforts. 

Ecology,       
Human History
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phase I interpretation sites Recommended Interpretive Storyline Interpretive 
Framework 
Sub-theme(s) 
addressed*

TNC Emiquon, USFWS 
Emiquon, Dickson Mounds 
Museum

While the Byway Interpretive committee did not include these priority sites among the ten sites 
they recommended for phase I interpretation, Fermata recommends including them (and combin-
ing the Banner Marsh and Rice lake interpretive stories into one panel, to be placed at either 
site), because of their immense significance to the Byway experience. the Byway Interpretive 
committee recommended developing one interpretive panel that interprets and links the three 
sites. Fermata recommends placing this panel at Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the most 
visitation.

A panel at Dickson Mounds can describe how Dickson Mounds provides a window into a pe-
riod of time when the Mound-building culture inhabited this region. Nearby TNC Emiquon and 
Emiquon NWR, as a result of wetland restoration efforts, give visitors a vivid sense of what 
the landscape looked like when this mound-building culture lived here.

Geology,       
Human History

Havana Section

Havana Gateway Kiosk Havana’s local-story panel on its gateway kiosk can tell the story of the phenomenal fisheries 
of the Illinois River, which at one time sustained one of the largest freshwater fisheries in the 
country and made Havana a hub for fishing industry commerce. 

Commerce/
Recreation, 
Ecology,       
Human History

Chautauqua National Wildlife 
Refuge 

Beginning with the specific story of a diminutive, but eye-catching refuge resident—the Il-
linois River Cruiser—this story will ripple outward, describing the interconnected community 
of plants and wildlife that inhabit this refuge and adjoining Illinois River

Ecology

Sand Ridge State Forest A forested island in an ocean of agricultural fields, Sand Ridge hosts a remarkable array of 
species in its dry forest habitat, including badger, pocket gopher and prickly pear cactus.

Ecology

Continued from previous page

Apple Blossom Farm/Fermata, Inc.
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Chapter 3. 
Gateway 
Community 
and Waypoint 
Interpretive 
Recommendations
The following section describes the 

gateway communities and waypoints 

along the Byway, noting their 

interpretive assets and suggesting 

stories to tell at each site. Because the 

Illinois River Road National Scenic Byway 

covers extensive ground and includes 

more than one hundred waypoints, it 

is divided into seven distinct sections. 

Each of the seven sections is anchored 

in a gateway community along the 

Byway—Ottawa, Princeton, Peoria, East 

Peoria, Pekin, Canton, and Havana—and 

each section is named for its associated 

gateway community.

Ottawa Section
Section Overview 
The Pleistocene epoch went out with a 

bang in northern Illinois as the southern 

shore of Lake Chicago gave way, 

sending an untold volume of glacial melt 

water—known as the Kankakee Torrent—

barreling along the young Illinois River. 

The result? One of the most ornate 

river valleys in all of the Midwest, carved 

Downtown Ottawa/Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.
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Recommendations for Ottawa’s 
Interpretive Planning 
The closest Byway city to Chicago, 

Ottawa’s attractive downtown and 

proximity to Starved Rock State Park 

already attract many visitors from the 

Chicago metropolitan region. Ottawa 

thus has the opportunity to entice 

this existing pool of visitors to venture 

farther afield and explore the lower 

reaches of the Byway by exposing them 

to the natural treasures that lie to the 

south and west. Interpretation here can 

also build upon the Chicago-Ottawa 

connection by focusing on exploring 

the ways in which the two are joined. 

The Illinois and Michigan canal is a 

key part of this story. Visitors can hike 

or bike the towpath and learn about 

the history of the canal that connects 

Chicago and Ottawa—the canal that 

facilitated Chicago’s rise to an industrial 

powerhouse by connecting it with the 

Mississippi River. 

125 feet deep into an 80-mile stretch 

of Paleozoic bedrock. Sheer sandstone 

bluffs that line the southern bank 

and accompanying tributaries of 

the Illinois River between the towns 

of Marseilles and Utica give visual 

testimony to this dramatic event. The 

best examples of these can be found 

at Illini, Matthiessen, Buffalo Rock and 

Starved Rock State Parks. 

In the thousands of years since the 

Kankakee Torrent, a complex array of 

plants and animals have settled in this 

glacially sculpted landscape, forming 

distinct and varied natural communities. 

Visitors to the Ottawa Section of the 

Byway will find one of the best remaining 

chinquapin oak savannas in the state at 

Catlin County Park. 



Ottawa Gateway Kiosk
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as a gateway town, ottawa will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that will provide a 
general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as described earlier, the local story 
panel can tell the story of water as the defining force of the Byway region, of the Kankakee torrent that 
shaped this river valley, and of ways in which humans further modified the river’s flow to meet their needs.

Recommended
Kiosk location

contact person Site photo

Washington Square 
Park SW corner

Reed Wilson
director@experienceottawa.com

Waypoints along the Ottawa Section
Waypoint # Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 

Kiosk
priority
Site 
(phase I   
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

1 City of Ottawa City of Ottawa Ottawa X X X

2 Illini State Park IDNR Marseilles X X X

3 Illinois and Michigan Canal Canal Corridor          
Association 

LaSalle X X

4 Sandy Ford Natural Area IDNR Streator X X

5 Hopalong Cassidy Trail Streator Tourism Streator X

6 Catlin County Park LaSalle County Ottawa X X

7 Starved Rock State Park IDNR Utica X X X

8 Matthiessen State Park IDNR Utica X X

9 Mitchell Grove Nature Preserve IDNR Utica X X

10 Village of Utica Utica X

11 Illinois Waterway Visitors 
Center 

U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers 

Ottawa X

12 Buffalo Rock State Park IDNR Ottawa X X X

13 Spring Lake Park City of Streator Streator X

A Weber House and Garden Streator Tourism Streator X

B Hegeler Carus Mansion Hegeler Carus 
Foundation

LaSalle X X

C Flock to the Rock (Event) LaSalle County                         
Tourism             
Association 

Natural Resources Interpretive Plan - April 2009
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Red-winged Blackbird/Jim Miller

Reddick Mansion/Ottawa Visitors Center

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley.

Natural communities at Illini State park, 

from the dry moraine ridgetop to the 

bottomland by the river’s edge.

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Illini State Park is one of the best sites in 

the region for observing fall-migrating 

neotropical songbirds.

3. Illinois & Michigan Canal
overview: It’s hard to overstate the 

significance of this historical canal to 

the region’s cultural and ecological 

story. The canal transformed the 

regional economy by linking Chicago 

to the Mississippi River and Gulf of 

Mexico. In 1984, the waterway was 

successfully included as a component in 

the U.S. National Park Service’s National 

Heritage Corridor Program, providing 

funding for planning, programming, 

and various amenities along its route. 

Presently, some 60 miles of the canal’s 

towpath serve as a popular hiking/biking 

trail managed by the IDNR. Additionally, 

numerous communities along the I&M 

Canal have refurbished and interpreted 

various I&M-related buildings, locks, 

bridges, and other structures.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

1. City of Ottawa
overview: The gateway city of Ottawa 

offers many well-preserved and 

interpreted historical sites, include the 

Reddick Mansion, Washington Square 

(site of the 1858 Lincoln-Douglas 

debate), and the Ottawa River Walk. 

This scenic, history-rich town provides 

a full slate of visitor amenities, good 

directional and informational signage, 

and a visitor center. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Natural history of the Fox River and its 

associated natural communities. 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands

Creation and consequences of the I & M 

Fox River Aqueduct.

2. Illini State Park (priority site)
overview: This 510-acre site is located in 

the Illinois River floodplain, adjacent to 

the river’s “Great Falls,” which resulted 

from an abrupt change in streambed 

gradient. The park has extensive 

existing amenities, including visitor 

information, parking, restrooms, picnic 

tables, camping, boating, fishing, trails, 

and food services.
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Blue Jay/Jim Miller

Bald Eagle/Jim Miller

Vermilion River is home to remarkable 

aquatic and terrestrial diversity—

highlight endangered redhorse species 

or paddlefish to tell the larger story. 

5.  Hopalong Cassidy Trail
overview: A short (0.5 mile) gravel 

walking trail along the Vermilion River 

in Streator, Illinois. Used predominately 

for exercising by local citizens, this trail 

ends at a public canoe launch. The trail 

is named for the Hopalong Cassidy book 

series written by author Clarence E. 

Mulford, whose childhood house stands 

near the trail. Amenities limited to 

parking, a trail, and observation deck(s?) 

on the river.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Utilizing one or more of the existing 

observation decks at the river’s edge, 

install one 2’x3’ interpretive panel.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Use Hopalong Cassidy books as an 

opening into what visitors might 

have experienced here in the early 

1900s, when Mulford wrote his famed 

book series.

6. Catlin County Park 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This rustic, near-pristine 

300+ acre park only a few miles 

southwest of Ottawa possesses a 

diverse mix of dry bluffland hardwood 

forest, maple-basswood ravines, 

chinquapin oak savanna, and tallgrass 

prairie. The chinquapin oak savanna, 

in particular, is a rare remnant of a 

The I & M Canal provides fabulous 

opportunities for hiking, biking, nature 

viewing, etc., while learning about the 

rich history of this water route.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

The I & M Canal project transformed the 

Illinois River and its natural communities.

4. Sandy Ford Natural Area 
overview: This 200-acre site is located 

on the east bank of the Vermilion River 

along the western edge of a large 

moraine (Farm Ridge Moraine), pushed 

up during the late Pleistocene. For its 

small size, it possesses a remarkable 

diversity of landscape/habitat features, 

including two creeks, a low floodplain 

forest, dry ridgetop forest, hill prairie 

pockets, and sandstone cliffs. The cooler, 

north-facing slopes contain remnant 

post-Pleistocene vegetation, including 

northern white cedar, white pine, and 

Canada yew. The large-rubble riffles 

of the Vermilion River itself as it runs 

through Sandy Ford are home to the 

greater redhorse (a state-endangered 

fish species) and river redhorse (a state-

threatened fish species).

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
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Starved Rock State Park Visitors Center

Visitors flock to Starved Rock to watch 

the spectacular assemblage of Bald 

Eagles each winter. Interpretation 

can use the Bald Eagle as a focus for 

describing the importance of Starved 

Rock to migratory birds. 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands

Story of the dam at Starved Rock and 

how its economic and ecological role 

within the larger context of the river.

8. Matthiessen State Park 
(priority site)
overview: This roughly 2,000-acre site 

features diverse habitats, including 

tallgrass prairie, hardwood bluff forests, 

basswood-maple ravine forests, as 

well as sandstone canyons cut by the 

Vermilion River. Along with its famous 

canyons, the site is also known for 

its prairie and woodland wildflower 

shows. Additionally, several uncommon 

grassland-nesting bird species occur 

here, such as Bell’s Vireo, Sedge 

Wren, Henslow’s Sparrow, Savannah 

Sparrow, and Dickcissel. Amenities 

include multiple parking, restrooms, and 

picnicking sites, shelters, trails, fishing, 

and an archery range.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Matthiessen State Park offers beautiful 

examples of prairie restoration. 

Interpretation can describe this work 

and the regional story of prairie habitat 

loss and recovery.

habitat type that once dominated much 

of northern Illinois. Fourteen different 

trails (including equestrian) have been 

developed here. Site amenities include 

several picnic shelters, parking areas, 

and vault toilets.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ interpretive panel

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Chinquapin oak savanna at Catlin 

County Park is just one of the many 

distinct natural communities of the 

Illinois River valley, populated by diverse 

plant and wildlife species that visitors 

can see along park trails. Efforts are 

underway across the region to restore 

this uncommon natural community to 

the valley.

7. Starved Rock State Park 
(priority site)
overview: This nearly 3,000-acre 

park offers many visitor amenities, 

including lodging, camping, restaurant, 

interpretive trails, scenic overlooks, 

visitor center, and extensive interpretive 

exhibits and programming. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
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Mitchell Grove Nature Preserve/

Micheal Jeffords

10. Village of Utica
overview: This small community is 

located directly across the Illinois 

River from Starved Rock State Park. 

The village grew from the original 

First Nation village of Kaskaskia (later 

relocated). Its first industries involved 

mining of clay, St. Peter sand, and 

limestone. The village’s LaSalle County 

Historical Museum interprets this history.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.
 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

11. Illinois Waterway 
Visitors Center
overview: Located across the Illinois 

River from Starved Rock State Park, 

this visitor center offers extensive 

interpretive exhibitry and programming, 

observation areas, and visitor amenities. 

Owned and operated by the USACE, 

this facility oversees the lock and 

dam system of the Illinois Waterway, 

a 333-mile man-made waterway 

connecting Lake Michigan (at Chicago) 

to Grafton, Illinois, where the Illinois 

River empties into the Mississippi River. 

Interpretation focuses on the history of 

water transportation in Illinois. Outdoor 

viewing platforms with spotting scopes 

focus on the lock and dam, as well as 

the birds (eagles, wading birds, gulls, 

waterfowl) that forage in its tailwaters.

9. Mitchell Grove 
Nature Preserve
overview: A relatively small (less than 

200 acre) site featuring remarkable 

signs of Pleistocene glacial actions 

including gouging, moraine deposition, 

and boulder deposition. As with Sandy 

Ford Natural Area (site #4, Ottawa 

Loop), north-facing forested slopes at 

Mitchell Grove still contain remnants 

of immediate post-Pleistocene plant 

species presently common only much 

further north into Canada. Additional 

uncommon habitat types found at 

Mitchell Grove include hill prairie, burr 

oak savanna, white oak/shagbark 

hickory savanna, and spring seep. At 

least six plant species from Mitchell 

Grove are listed as state-endangered or 

state-threatened in Illinois. Amenities 

are limited to a small informal parking 

area with identification sign. Access to 

the site is via a 0.5 mile walk through an 

agricultural field.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.
Help visitors visualize the glacial forces 

that shaped this area.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley.

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
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Echinacea/Fermata, Inc.

Illinois River from Buffalo Rock/

Micheal Jeffords

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

The carving of the river valley by the 

Kankakee Torrent allowed new riparian 

woodland natural community to become 

established here.

13. Spring Lake Park
overview: This 37-acre city park lies 

on the northwestern edge of Streator, 

IL. It features two spring-fed creeks 

(Egg Bag and Moon), and a large, easily 

accessible waterfall flowing through a 

gorgeous sandstone bluff formation. The 

park offers picnic and fishing areas, an 

equestrian trail, and a nature trail that is 

currently being marked and interpreted 

by a very active “friends” group. 

The park boasts some of the largest 

accessible cottonwood trees in the state, 

some reported to be 200+ years old.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

14. Weber House & Garden
overview: Constructed in 1937, this 

beautifully appointed Tudor cottage 

is surrounded by an English garden. 

Enriched with the stories of owner and 

television personality Ted Weber, the 

house is open by appointment. Parking is 

extremely limited.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

While the visitor’s center already 

provides good interpretive exhibitry, 

visitors may appreciate additional 

interpretation at the viewing platforms 

about the waterbirds they’re likely to see 

on the river. 

12. Buffalo Rock State Park 
(priority site)
overview: This small facility 

(approximately 300 acres) is located 

on the Illinois River just upstream of 

the Illinois Waterway Visitors Center 

and Starved Rock State Park. Most of 

the park is set high atop a sandstone 

bluff. Two hiking trails offer spectacular 

views of the Illinois River and associated 

riparian forest. An outdoor sculpture 

collection called the “Effigy Tumuli,” 

done by artist Michael Heizer, pays 

tribute to the Native American tradition 

of sculpting massive plant and animal 

forms alongside burial mounds. Heizer’s 

five animal sculptures are truly massive 

and awe-inspiring. Beyond trails, the 

park offers amenities that include 

restrooms, picnic sites, overlooks, and 

some handicap access.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Buffalo Rock State Park is a premier site 

to interpret the Kankakee Torrent, which 

sculpted the valley.
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Schneider’s Orchard/Fermata, Inc.

Canal Parkway State Park, Miller-

Anderson Woods Nature Preserve, and 

Condit’s Ranch Campgrounds. 

Prairies dominate the remainder of this 

section. The McCune Sand Prairie sits 

on super-porous glacial moraine soils, 

resulting in a unique assemblage of dry-

country grasses, wildflowers and small 

trees, including a number of species 

more common to regions much further 

west.  Since settlement times, humans 

have altered this landscape profoundly, 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

15. Hegeler Carus Mansion
overview: Located near Starved Rock 

State Park, this mansion has remained 

virtually unaltered since its construction 

in 1874. The grounds feature numerous 

native plant species, including the 

region’s largest Baldcypress tree.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Exploration of the site’s natural diversity, 

including many mature native tree 

species.

 

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Take visitors back in time to discover 

what this region was like (culturally and 

ecologically) in 1874, when the mansion 

was constructed. 

Princeton Section 
Section Overview: 
About ten miles southeast of Princeton, 

the Illinois River dives southward, 

slipping into the wide north-south 

valley originally carved by an ancient 

Pleistocene version of the Mississippi 

River. The associated natural habitats 

are mostly open grassland types, dotted 

with closed-canopy woodlands such as 

those at Warnecke Woods, Hennepin 
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opportunity to bike and hike the 

Hennepin Canal, learning about the 

region’s rich cultural and natural history 

stories along the way.

1. Warnecke Woods 
(phase I priority site)
Overview: This 33.5-acre site is located 

just north of Princeton and is owned by 

the Bureau County Natural Resources 

Conservation Service District. The site 

contains a mix of rare black oak-black 

maple savanna, floodplain forest, and 

abandoned agricultural land which is 

gradually returning to woodland habitat, 

with the help of active management by 

NRCS. The site presently possesses 

only unimproved parking and a single 

identification/map panel.

for agriculture and commerce. The 

Hennepin & Hopper Lakes Restoration 

Project offers visitors a glimpse of how 

the Illinois River floodplain is being 

reclaimed and restored.

Recommendations 
for Princeton’s 
Interpretive Planning
A tremendous asset for Princeton is 

that it is directly connected to Chicago 

via passenger rail and is the only 

gateway community on the Byway to 

offer Amtrak service. Thus Princeton 

can capitalize on this visitor base, 

encouraging multi-modal exploration 

of the Byway (train, bicycle, auto, 

etc.) Visitors to Princeton have the 
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as a gateway town, princeton will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that will provide a general 
Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as described earlier, the local story panel could focus on 
the native prairie that once stretched across this landscape, creating an ocean of grass through which the Illinois River 
cut. another grain has replaced that native grassland—an ocean of corn that is an economic mainstay to the region. this 
panel can point out some of the key sites in the region where visitors can see the native prairie, as well as places where 
prairie restoration is underway. 

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

Green area near 
6th and Peru 
Streets in front 
of library, or         
near the train  
station. Site to   
be determined. 

Terry Madsen 
tmadlaw@aol.com

Waypoints Along the Princeton Section
Waypoint 
# 

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site 
(phase I   
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

City of Princeton (site TBD) Princeton X X X X

1 Warneke Woods Bureau County SWCD Princeton X X X

2 Hennepin Canal Pkwy. State Park IDNR Sheffield X X

3 McCune Sand Prairie Bureau County SWCD Mineral X X

4 Witness Tree Bureau County SWCD Princeton X

5 Mautino State F&W Area IDNR Sheffield X

6 LaFayette Home Nursery Owner Lafayette X X

7 Indian Creek Vineyard Owner Toulon X X

8 Schneider’s Orchard Owner Henry X

9 Condit’s Ranch and Stables Owner Putnam X X

10 Miller-Anderson Woods Nature 
Preserve

IDNR DePue X

11 Hennepin and Hopper Lakes          
Restoration Project

The Wetlands Initiative Hennepin X X

12 Putnam County Cons. Dist. IDNR Hennepin X

13 Boggio’s Little Mountain Orchard Owner Granville X

14 Plow Creek Farm Owner Tiskilwa X

15 Hornbacker Gardens Owner Princeton X

16 Donnelley Depue State Fish and 
Wildlife Area

IDNR DePue X X

A Old Indian Boundary Line Prairie Bureau County SWCD Princeton X X X X

B Barto Landing Hall Township Spring 
Valley

X

C Red Covered Bridge Bureau County Princeton X X X X

Princeton Gateway Kiosk 
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Hennepin Canal Parkway/Lisa Tunney, 

Bureau County Republican

Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

3. McCune Sand Prairie 
overview: This 200-acre site is owned 

and managed by the Natural Resources 

Conservation Service Bureau County 

District. The sand prairie found here is 

a rare prairie habitat type possessing 

exceedingly well-drained soils. Many rare 

prairie plant species live here, including 

sand bluestem, hairy grama grass, 

Bicknell’s sedge, Sciber’s panic grass, 

clustered poppy mallow, and others. 

Amenities are sparse, including an 

informal trail, small unimproved parking 

area, and a single interpretive panel/map 

panel. This is an ecologically sensitive 

site and is best left as is.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

4. Witness Tree
overview: This 250-year-old burr oak 

has served as a documented landmark 

and meeting place for at least two 

centuries. The site includes an 

informal parking area and single 

interpretive panel.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Phase I interpretation will link the 

three Phase I priority sites for the 

Princeton section (Warneke Woods, 

Old Indian Boundary Line Prairie, and 

Red Covered Bridge) with one panel at 

Red Covered Bridge (see Red Covered 

Bridge listing below for description of 

interpretive storyline).

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and 
wildlife species.

The ecology of Warnecke Woods, 

including the “restoration through 

natural succession” management 

occurring here.

2. Hennepin Canal Parkway 
State Park 
overview: Completed in 1907, the 

105-mile Hennepin Canal was never 

able to serve as a commercial route 

because its lock chambers were smaller 

than those on the rivers it connected 

with, but it served as an important 

recreational boat route. Today, the 

entire canal has been designated as 

a state park, and includes a visitors 

center near Sheffield, IL. The site is 

heavily used by boaters, hikers, bikers, 

horseback riders, snowmobilers, cross 

country skiers, and picnickers.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
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LaFayette Home Nursery/Fermata, Inc.

Mautino State Fish & Wildlife 

Area/Fermata, Inc.

6. LaFayette Home Nursery
overview: The first plant nursery in 

central Illinois, this site has been owned 

and operated by one family since 1887. 

Over time, the family developed an 

interest in prairie restoration and native 

prairie plant propagation, which today 

form the hub of its services. Presently, 

the nursery is operated by 3rd- and 4th-

generation family members.

 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Agricultural specialization in the region, 

with this particular business drawing 

upon changing attitudes about the 

importance and beauty of native habitat.

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and 
wildlife species.
 

Native prairie ecosystem—historic 

and current range and associated 

biological diversity. 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Native prairie restoration efforts 

(including Corliss “Jock” Ingels)  

7. Indian Creek Vineyard
overview: Developed on property 

owned by the family since 1841, this 

vineyard/bed & breakfast offers a hiking 

trail that passes by an old Potawatomi 

Indian site. The site is only 1.5 miles 

west of the Rock Island Trail State Park 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

What scenes from local history has 

this tree witnessed? Interpretation 

could highlight some of the cultural 

and natural history events that the tree 

would have experienced over the last 

250 years.

5. Mautino State Fish and 
Wildlife Area
overview: This 900-acre site comprises 

a naturally restored strip mine which 

now possesses both prairie and forested 

habitats. Over a dozen lakes (0.5-15.5 

acres) dot the site. Amenities include 

improved parking, restrooms, hiking 

trails, observation decks (some handicap 

accessible), boat launches, and fishing.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Ecological restoration at Mautino and 

resulting natural diversity.
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Indian Creek Vineyard/Fermata, Inc.

fishing, swimming, and hiking. Riding 

stables are located one mile from the 

campground. Weekends only (although 

special group tours can be arranged on 

weekdays by appointment).

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.
 

Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.
 

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

10. Miller-Anderson Woods 
Nature Preserve
overview: This 340-acre site is 

dominated by an old-growth oak-hickory 

bluff forest and maple-basswood 

ravines. Other associated habitats 

include sedge meadow, seep spring, 

and hill prairie. Several rare plants 

inhabit this site. Amenities are limited to 

identification signage, a small parking 

area, and a narrow, undeveloped, ribbon-

marked hiking trail. Site is interpreted 

on IDNR website. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

trailhead in Toulon. In addition to the 

B&B, hiking trail, and gift shop, amenities 

also include restrooms, picnicking, and 

visitor information.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Agricultural specialization in the region, 

with focus on vineyards and the 

qualities of the region that make it 

good vineyard country. 

Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.

Story of the Potawatomi Indian Nation, 

which inhabited this area.

8. Schneider’s Orchard
overview: Producing orchard fruit since 

1928, this family-owned orchard offers 

24 varieties of site-grown apples. As with 

most project-area orchards, this site is 

open on a seasonal basis only.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Agricultural specialization, particularly 

apple production, in the Illinois River 

Valley.

9. Condit’s Ranch & Stables
overview: This privately owned 

campground is located on a high bluff 

overlooking the Illinois River valley. 

It includes primitive and RV camping, 

Schneider’s Orchard/Fermata, Inc.
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Condit Ranch/Fermata, Inc.

Caterpillar/Gary Stolz

hiking/cross-country skiing/equestrian 

trails. 2) The 430-acre Lake Senachwine 

Area (adjacent to Lake Senachwine), 

primarily offering fishing, boating, 

picnicking, snowmobiling, and ice 

skating. 3) The 260-acre Fox Run Area, 

specializing in equestrian trails.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Tallgrass Prairie Restoration efforts and 

the plants and wildlife benefiting from 

the restoration project.

13. Boggio’s Little Mountain 
Orchard
overview: This open-air produce 

market features locally grown fruits and 

vegetables, honey, cider, confections, 

dried flowers (grown on site), and other 

items, along with a petting zoo and 

corn maze. Described by proprietor 

Denise Boggio as “entertainment 

farming,” this site is a popular field trip 

destination for school groups from as far 

away as Chicago.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Story of the valley’s diverse agricultural 

productivity, a  result of the intertwining 

of the land’s fertility and the creativity of 

the farmers.

11. Hennepin & Hopper Lakes 
Restoration Project (priority site)
overview: This 2,600-acre historic 

wetland complex was once diked 

for agriculture and is now restored 

back to wetlands, with some prairie 

patches as well. A full slate of 

interpretive programming (field 

trips, demonstrations, workshops, 

and research) takes place here, 

directed by The Wetlands Initiative, 

a non-profit ecological restoration 

organization. Amenities include hiking 

trails, restoration interpretive panels, 

unimproved parking, some handicap 

accessibility, and a well-interpreted 

waterfowl observation tower.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

12. Putnam County 
Conservation District
overview: This roughly 950-acre 

complex comprises five separate natural 

areas. The three most accessible and 

most used areas are: 1) The 270-acre 

Natural Lands Area, which houses the 

district headquarters. The site includes 

oak-hickory forest and restored tallgrass 

prairie, and is the only parcel offering 

primitive camping; as well as picnicking, 
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Boggio’s Little Mountain Orchard/

Fermata, Inc.

point by legendary Illinois waterfowl 

biologist Frank C. Bellrose, the site 

was purchased with funding from the 

state Duck Stamp Project and Ducks 

Unlimited. Caters primarily to waterfowl 

hunters and fishermen. Amenities 

limited to boat launch and parking.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Develop two 2’x3’interpretive panels, 

to be incorporated into a covered/all-

weather viewing deck installed near the 

site’s parking area/boat launch.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Geological history of the Big Bend of the 

Illinois River.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Waterfowl conservation on the Illinois 

River. Could include importance of 

backwater wetlands and State Duck 

Stamp Program and Ducks Unlimited 

MARSH program in acquiring stopover 

habitat for migratory waterfowl. 

17. Old Indian Boundary Line 
Prairie (phase I priority site)
overview: Restored in 1982 by the 

Bureau County Natural Resources 

Conservation Service District, this seven-

acre tallgrass prairie site is located along 

SR 26, north of Princeton, IL. Presently, 

the site lacks directional, identification, 

and interpretive signage, as well as a 

parking area. Located at the corner of a 

busy highway and a relatively busy farm-

to-market road, traffic sights and sounds 

infringe on this small site.

14. Plow Creek Farm
overview: A roadside produce stand 

featuring site-grown fruits and 

vegetables. The Plow Creek Mennonite 

Community grows the produce using 

low-input chemical and mechanical 

techniques. Other occasional products 

offered include grass-fed (no hormone, 

no antibiotic) beef, baked goods, 

cabinetry, and pottery. The community 

welcomes visitors who might be curious 

about their lifestyle. Often, the produce 

stand is unmanned, and purchases are 

made by dropping money into a cash box 

on the honor system.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.
Story of light-on-the-land farming 

practices that conserve the fertility of 

the Illinois River Valley.

15. Hornbaker Gardens
overview: A retail plant nursery/garden 

center with large ornamental garden. 

This operation offers a comprehensive 

website advertising their products 

and services.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 

of the Illinois River Valley provide a 

livelihood for many valley residents.

16. Donnelley Depue State Fish 
& Wildlife Area
overview: This roughly 3,000-acre 

wetland complex is located at the “Big 

Bend” of the Illinois River just southeast 

of Princeton. Originally identified as an 

important migratory waterfowl stopover 
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Monarch/Glen Smart

18. Barto Landing
overview: Known primarily as the main 

staging area for the Master’s Walleye 

Circuit Tournament, held annually at 

Spring Valley. Also offers year-round 

fishing opportunities.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

19. Red Covered Bridge 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This covered  bridge is 

located on a quiet roadway just north 

of Princeton, in the same vicinity of 

Warnecke Woods, and not too far away 

from the Old Indian Boundary Line 

Restored Prairie. Constructed in 1863, 

it is one of only five remaining covered 

bridges in Illinois still open to traffic. An 

interpretive sign is located here.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ panel to link Warneke Woods, 

Old Indian Boundary Line Prairie, and 

Red Covered Bridge. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
This site needs a parking area, 

located as far away from the intersection 

as possible. The site also needs 

directional (from Princeton) signage 

and identification signage. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Phase I interpretation will link the three 

Phase I priority sites for the Princeton 

section (Warneke Woods, Old Indian 

Boundary Line Prairie, and Red Covered 

Bridge) with one panel at Red Covered 

Bridge (see Red Covered Bridge listing 

below for interpretive storyline). 

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
Storylines 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storylines 4.1  The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years
 

Historic tallgrass prairie habitat within 

the region, its botanical composition, 

and its value to wildlife and to Native 

Americans. 

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storylines 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Loss of tallgrass prairie habitat to 

agriculture and local restoration process.
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Recommendations for 
Peoria’s Interpretive Planning
Peoria should capitalize on its 

extraordinary cultural richness and 

explore how its cultural heritage 

entwines with the history of the river. 

The famed line, “Will it play in Peoria?” 

has changed in meaning over time, 

reflecting the changing community 

of Peoria. Once an important stop on 

cultural circuits, Peoria was a hotspot for 

jazz, comedy, and theater. By the 1950s, 

that era had ended, and Peoria came to 

set a new standard—that of heartland 

America. “Will it play in Peoria?” 

came to mean “Will it appeal to the 

typical American?”  

With imaginative interpretation, Peoria 

can bring its history to life. Imagine 

strolling through the Peoria riverfront 

district with a podcast playing jazz 

music from the vaudeville era as a 

narrator brings to life the Peoria of that 

bygone time. Or imagine revitalizing 

the vaudeville theaters of Peoria and 

surrounding communities and offering 

visitors the opportunity to travel from 

town to town aboard the Spirit of 
Peoria, taking in shows along the way. 

So many interpretive possibilities for 

this and every gateway community 

along the Byway.

The interpretive story that links the 

three sites is that of restoration—of 

native forest in Warnecke Woods, of 

native prairie at Old Indian, and of an 

important piece of local cultural history 

at Red Covered Bridge. 

Peoria Section 
Section Overview 

West of the Illinois River bluffs in 

Peoria, the land levels off into rolling 

grasslands, occasionally bisected by 

small rivers and streams. Here, visitors 

can experience both prairie and riparian 

woodland habitats at Wildlife Prairie 

and Jubilee College State Parks. Wildlife 

Prairie State Park also offers excellent 

interpretive programming and overnight 

accommodations. Local agriculture-

based businesses, like Kickapoo Creek 

Winery and Apple Blossom Farm, offer 

a taste of the fruits of this fertile river 

valley. Rock Island Trail State Park 

represents one of the best “rails to 

trails” linear parks in the country 

with numerous access points from 

Peoria to Toulon.

Red Covered Bridge/Lisa Tunney, Bureau 

County Republican

Rock Island Trail State Park/Fermata, Inc.
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Peoria Area Convention & Visitors Bureau
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as a gateway town, peoria will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that 
will provide a general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as 
described earlier, the local story panel on the gateway kiosk can tell the story of commerce 
on the Illinois River—of how canals and trains linked lake Michigan to the Mississippi, helping 
make chicago the industrial hub of the Midwest and bringing major industries such as 
caterpillar to peoria; and how, as a result of that connection with chicago, peoria became a 
getaway for wealthy chicago residents.

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

Riverfront by new 
visitor center

Anaise Berry 
aberry@edc.h-p.org

 Waypoints along the Peoria Section
Waypoint 
# 

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

priority
Site 
(phase I   
in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

1 Spirit of Peoria Spirit of Peoria Peoria X X

2 Laura Bradley Park Peoria Park District Peoria X X

3 Lakeview Museum of Art and 
Sciences 

Owner Peoria X

4 Wildlife Prairie State Park IDNR Hanna City X X

5 Jubilee College State Park IDNR Brimfield X X X

6 William H. Sommer Park Peoria Park District Edwards X

7 Apple Blossom Farm Owner Peoria X

8 Rock Island Trail State Park IDNR Peoria X X X X

9 Green View Nursery Owner Dunlap X

10 Forest Park Nature Center Peoria Park District Peoria X X X

11 Glen Oak Park, Zoo, and Luthy 
Botanical Garden

Peoria Park District Peoria X

12 Springdale Cemetery Savanna Springdale Founda-
tion

Peoria X X

13 Grandview Drive Peoria Park District Peoria X X X

14 Peoria Riverfront District Peoria RiverFront 
Association 

Peoria X X    X

15 Kickapoo Creek Winery Owner Edwards X

A Peoria Heights Tower Park Village of Peoria 
Heights

Peoria 
Heights

Peoria Gateway Kiosk
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Lakeview Museum of Arts & 

Sciences/Fermata, Inc.

Spirit Of Peoria/Fermata, Inc.

Exploration of the site’s natural 

diversity, including many mature 

native tree species.

3. Lakeview Museum of 
Arts & Sciences
overview: Located in Peoria’s 40-acre 

Lakeview Park, this facility is an affiliate 

of the Smithsonian Institute and 

features temporary and permanent 

art and science exhibits, an Illinois 

Folk Art gallery, book court, gift shop, 

planetarium, and outdoor sculpture 

collection. The museum offers regularly 

scheduled interpretive programming.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

4. Wildlife Prairie State Park 
(priority site)
overview: At this 2,000-acre state park, 

visitors can see living native Illinois 

wildlife species such as bison, elk, 

wolf, black bear, cougar, river otter, 

waterfowl, and raptors. Amenities 

include restrooms, picnic, visitors 

center, restaurant, cabins, train, 

interpretive signage, and regularly 

scheduled interpretive programming.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance. 
Park site was resurrected from 

underground and strip mining.

1. Spirit of Peoria
overview: This paddle-wheel boat is 

docked at Peoria’s Riverfront Park, 

embarking on regularly scheduled 

cruises to various Illinois River 

destinations.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provided a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

History of steamboat commerce on the 

Illinois River. Include story of present-day 

commercial traffic on the river.

2. Laura Bradley Park
overview: This 140-acre urban park 

is located near the university district 

of Peoria. It comprises a high bluff 

woodland that grades down into the 

floodplain of Dry Run Creek. Amenities 

include restrooms, parking, directional 

and identification signage, picnic sites, 

disc golf course, walking/jogging trails, 

cross-country track, tennis, volleyball, 

shuffleboard, horseshoe, and a 

performing arts theatre.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
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Apple Blossom Farm/Fermata, Inc.

Jubilee College State Park/Peoria Area 

Convention and Visitors Bureau

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 4.1  The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Interpretation can draw from the public 

events held here, which celebrate Native 

American and pioneer life. 

7. Apple Blossom Farm
overview: A combination apple orchard, 

apiary, deli/gift shop, produce market, 

petting zoo, and corn maze perched 

on the western edge of the Illinois 

River valley.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.
 

Rich valley soils sustain a variety of 

agricultural operations, from vineyards 

to apple orchards. 

8. Rock Island Trail State Park 
(priority site)
overview: This 26-mile segment of 

abandoned Rock Island Railway between 

Alta and Toulon was converted to 

a hiking/biking/nature trail in 1989 

by IDNR. It runs through a mosaic 

of regenerating tallgrass prairie and 

forested habitats. The trail offers 

access at five sites, including Alta, 

Wyoming (where the park office is 

located), and Toulon, with restrooms, 

visitor information, interpretive panels, 

and picnic tables. Parking-only access 

5.Jubilee College State Park 
(priority site)
overview: This 3,200-acre site is located 

in a rolling, glacial drift-plain, through 

which flows beautiful Jubilee Creek. 

Amenities include a park office with a 

small interpretive exhibit, picnic tables, 

restrooms, camping, hiking/biking/

equestrian trails, and fishing. Somewhat 

less-developed than most other state 

park facilities within the project area, 

offering a more rustic nature experience. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Drift-Plain geology and ecology.

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

The riparian forest of Jubilee Creek, 

including the ecological significance of 

this habitat and the plant and animal 

species associated with it.

6. William H. Sommer Park
overview: Owned and operated by 

Peoria Park District, this 320-acre 

facility mainly functions as a reservation-

only site for private groups. However, 

it also hosts a number of public 

events such as Kite Day, Blacksmith 

Demonstrations, Indian PowWow, 

hayrides, and several living history 

events. 
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Green View Nursery/Fermata, Inc.

10. Forest Park Nature Center 
(priority site)
overview: Owned and operated by 

Peoria Park District, this facility is 

set amidst 540 acres of fairly rugged 

parkland that is a designated state 

nature preserve. The nature center 

offers regularly scheduled interpretive 

programming. The site’s 7+ miles of 

hiking trails traverse hardwood bluff 

forest, as well as open woodlands 

interspersed with hill prairie pockets 

which host uncommon plant species. 

The site is well interpreted with signage 

and programs.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

This narrow ribbon of forested life along 

the Illinois River is home to diverse and 

unique plants and wildlife.

11. Glen Oak Park, Zoo, and 
Luthy Botanical Garden
overview: Visitors can take advantage 

of this site’s hiking/biking trail, fishing 

lagoon, fitness trail, picnic shelters, 

amphitheatre, lighted tennis and 

shuffleboard courts and several 

playgrounds. The zoo is equipped with 

a reptile and primate house, aquatic 

conservation center, animal adventure 

center, education room, over 250 

animals, numerous exhibits and in-

can also be gained at Dunlap and off 

of Cedar Bluff Road north of Peoria. 

Primitive camping is allowed at selected 

sites as well.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and wildlife 
species.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

Ecological regeneration along the Rock 

Island Trail, including the historic railway, 

the natural regeneration underway, and 

the recreational opportunities afforded 

by the trail system.

9. Green View Nursery
overview: This retail plant garden 

center offers a comprehensive website 

advertising their products and services.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.
 

Rich valley soils sustain a variety of 

agricultural operations. 
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Glen Oak Park, Zoo, and Luthy 

Botanical Garden/Fermata, Inc.

Oak savanna habitat, detailing the Post-

Pleistocene origins of savanna habitat, 

present-day extent of savanna habitat in 

the Illinois River Valley and in northern 

Illinois, and regional restoration projects. 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and wildlife 
species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Springdale Cemetery’s island of oak 

savanna habitat, detailing the history 

of this savanna, the plants and wildlife 

dependent on it, and management 

efforts required to conserve it.

13. Grandview Drive 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This 2-mile, historic roadway 

leads visitors past many of Peoria’s 

finest homes and offers breathtaking 

views of the Illinois River valley. 

Hand-constructed in 1904, the drive 

offers a sidewalk, several benches, three 

pull-off areas, and access to Peoria’s 

Pimetoui Trail. During a visit to Peoria 

in 1910, Teddy Roosevelt referred to 

Grandview Drive as “the world’s most 

beautiful drive.”

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Existing pull-off areas need to be marked 

with identification signage. A location for 

longer-term parking for visitors wishing 

to access the Pimetoui Trail should 

house and outreach programming. The 

5-acre Luthy Botanical Garden contains 

numerous theme gardens (viburnum 

collection, rose garden, herb garden, 

Ernest Wilson garden, children’s garden, 

wildlife garden), a gift shop and a 

conservatory. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
None at this time.

12. Springdale Cemetery 
Savanna
overview: Until settlement began, 

savanna (a mix of prairie and open 

woodland) habitat dominated the 

moraine slopes and bluff tops of the 

Illinois River valley and across much 

of northern Illinois in general. Today, 

this habitat has been whittled down 

to precious few acres, with numerous 

savanna restoration projects occurring 

within the region today. Though small, 

the savanna at Springdale Cemetery 

in Peoria is in good shape, thanks to 

the efforts of countless volunteers who 

keep it clear of encroaching woody 

vegetation. The site contains an informal 

trail and interpretive signage. Local 

folklorist Brian “Fox” Ellis conducts 

storytelling tours here, bringing many 

historical Peoria figures back to life 

in reenactments.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Develop a detailed map of the entire 

Springdale Cemetery to facilitate travel 

through it and to the savanna site. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
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Peoria RiverFront District/Peoria Area 

Convention and Visitors Bureau

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

Peoria’s local-story panel(s) on the 

gateway kiosk can tell the story of 

commerce on the Illinois River—of how 

canals and trains linked Lake Michigan 

to the Mississippi, helping make Chicago 

the industrial hub of the Midwest and 

bringing major industries such as 

Caterpillar to Peoria; and how, as a 

result of that connection with Chicago, 

Peoria became a getaway for wealthy 

Chicago residents.

15. Kickapoo Creek Winery
overview: Visitors can tour the grounds 

of this winery, which includes vineyards, 

wine making and tasting facilities, and a 

plant nursery, as well as several ponds 

and patches of forest.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

The fertile soils and climate of the Illinois 

River valley sustain diverse agricultural 

operations, including vineyards.

 

be determined and signed. One 2’x3’ 

interpretive panel to be installed at one 

of the pull-offs.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands

This historic drive, along which some 

of Peoria’s finest homes were built and 

which affords sweeping views of the 

Illinois River, is the perfect place to 

tell the story of the industry that built 

Peoria and the river that facilitated the 

flow of goods between the Great Lakes 

and the Gulf of Mexico.

14. Peoria RiverFront District
overview: This location hosts numerous 

attractions and annual events, including 

the Peoria Art Guild Fine Art Fair, rated 

as one of the top 100 art fairs in the 

country. It also hosts a large number 

of music concerts and theatrical 

productions each year.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
This location is a good choice for the 

Peoria Gateway Kiosk.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Gateway kiosk local story (see gateway 

description at beginning of Peoria 

Section)
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the many other natural treasures along 

this section of the river, like Bennett’s 

Terraqueous Gardens, a small bluff-side 

seep that nurtures a diverse wetland 

community. Along the route, sites like 

Wightman Lake Restoration Project 

and Toluca Coal Mine Park reveal the 

resiliency of this fertile landscape and 

the opportunities for restoration that 

residents have acted upon.

Recommendations 
for East Peoria’s 
Interpretive Planning
East Peoria has the opportunity to draw 

upon the  intimate connection between 

the city’s historic and current means of 

livelihood and the diverse and abundant 

East Peoria Section 
Section Overview 

The Illinois River channel widens out 

considerably in this section of the Byway, 

prompting the Illinois Indians to name it 

Pimiteoui (“fat lake”). Beyond the river 

itself, the high bluffs lining both sides 

of the wide river valley here capture 

the visitor’s eye. Fondulac Drive crosses 

the top of one of these bluffs, offering 

visitors a panoramic view of the Illinois 

River Valley. Between mid-October and 

early November these densely forested, 

sugar maple-dominated bluff slopes 

yield a leafy mosaic of yellows, oranges, 

salmons, and ruby-reds. Visitors can view 

these bluff forests up-close at area parks 

like Detweiller, Robinson, and Camp 

Wokanda. Other sites reveal some of 
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as a gateway town, east peoria will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels 
that will provide a general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. 
as described earlier, the local story panel can tell the story of how the Illinois River valley’s 
phenomenal wealth of natural resources fueled the industrial growth along the river, as 
evidenced at many of the waypoints along this section of the Byway.

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

East Peoria         
Riverfront Park

Brad Smith
brad@fondulac-
park.com

East Peoria Gateway Kiosk

Waypoints Along the East Peoria Section
Waypoint 
# 

Site Name Managing                  
entity

city Gateway 
Kiosk

Interpret.
Recom’d

(priority 
Site (phase 
1 in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

1 River Trail of Illinois Fondulac Park District East Peoria Yes X X

2 East Peoria Riverfront 
Greenway 

Fondulac Park District East Peoria Yes X X X

3 Detweiller Park Peoria Park District Peoria Yes X

4 Robinson Park Peoria Park District Peoria Yes X X X

5 Camp Wokanda Peoria Park District Chillicothe Yes X X

6 Shore Acres Park Chillicothe Park 
District 

Chillicothe Yes X X X

7 Marshall State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Lacon Yes X X X

8 Toluca Coal Mine Park City of Toluca Toluca No X X

9 Bennett’s Terraqueous 
Garden

Fondulac Park District East Peoria X

10 East Peoria Riverfront 
Park

City of East Peoria East Peoria Yex Yes X X

11 Wightman Lake        
Restoration Project

Ducks Unlimited Sparland X

12 Singing Woods Peoria Park District Peoria No X X

A Fondulac Drive Fondulac Park District East Peoria Yes X

B Fondulac Farm Park Fondulac Park District East Peoria

C North River           
Beach Drive

City of Chillicothe Chillicothe
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River Trail of Illinois/Fermata, Inc.

1. River Trail of Illinois
overview: Planned to run from East 

Peoria to Morton, Phase I of this 10-foot 

wide, hard-surfaced hiking/biking trail 

was completed in 1991, running 4.8 miles 

northeast out of East Peoria along the 

old Illinois Terminal Railway line. The 

trail passes through tallgrass prairie 

and bluffland hardwood forest habitats. 

Visitor information, restrooms, long-

term parking, picnicking, and handicap 

access all offered at the Fondulac Park 

District headquarters building, located at 

the trailhead.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

Map of the River Trail of Illinois, 

and text detailing the trail’s history, 

planned extent, and sponsor (Fondulac 

Park District).

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Illinois River valley tallgrass prairie, and 

what prairie features people should look 

for as they use the trail. Hardwood bluff 

forests on the Illinois River, and what 

hardwood bluff forest features people 

should look for as they use the trail.

2. East Peoria Riverfront 
Greenway (priority site)
overview: This 1.8-mile walking/hiking 

trail connects the Eastport Public Boat 

Ramp and Spindler Marina via Cooper 

Park. This project is connected with 

Fondulac Park District’s planned Phase 

natural resources of the Illinois River 

Valley. Coal mining provided jobs early 

on for this part of the byway, shaping 

both the City of East Peoria and the 

surrounding landscape. The Carter 

Brick Yard quite literally drew its life 

from the local soils to create the 

bricks that paved East Peoria and 

other nearby communities. Heavy 

manufacturing operations, producing 

goods ranging from washing machines 

to tractors, 

have been based here since the 

early 1900s and continue to define 

the local economy. 

This is heartland America, and visitors to 

this area can learn the heartland story 

here. The story is a complex one—not to 

be oversimplified and whitewashed. Sites 

like Toluca Coal Mine Park and Wightman 

Lake Restoration Project can tell the 

story of use and, at times, exploitation 

of the land that built the local economy 

at the expense of native natural 

communities—a story that includes the 

ways in which citizens and the resilient 

land itself are working to heal and 

restore these natural communities. 

Other sites, like the River Trail of 

Illinois and the East Peoria Riverfront 

Greenway, are perfect sites 

at which to tell the story of how the 

Illinois River shapes East Peoria life—not 

only as an essential link between East 

Peoria manufacturers and the world 

markets with which the river connects, 

but also as a source of beauty and 

inspiration. This story expands at the 

many other waypoints near East Peoria 

where visitors can experience and 

appreciate the natural diversity and 

beauty of the area. 
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Ovenbird/Steve Maslowski

largest oaks in the region. The fall foliage 

show at Detweiller Park is an eagerly 

anticipated annual event.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Hardwood bluff forests on the Illinois 

River historic range and ecological 

significance of this habitat in the valley. 

Particular diversity of oak species found 

at Detweiller Park.

4. Robinson Park (priority site)
overview: Basically undeveloped, this 

680-acre tract north of Peoria is wild 

indeed. One hundred fifty-one acres 

of it have been designated as a state 

nature preserve, featuring glacial drift 

hill prairie pockets, oak-hickory ridges, 

and maple-basswood slopes—all drained 

by Moon Creek. At this time, amenities 

are limited to parking, restrooms, and 

informal paths through the site.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Phase I interpretation will link three 

priority sites for the Peoria section: 

Robinson Park, Camp Wokanda, and 

Shore Acres Park with a single 2’x3’ 

interpretive panel at Shore Acres 

(see Shore Acres listing for storyline 

information)

Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

II of the River Trail of Illinois (see site 

#1, East Peoria section, above), and is 

to include a 1,200-foot section of raised 

boardwalk equipped with three separate 

observation decks overlooking multiple 

wetland areas. Parking, restrooms, and 

boat launch are available at both ends of 

the greenway.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Geological story of the sudden widening 

of the river here (“Pimiteoui”) and of the 

two residual narrow areas of the river 

here. 

 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Many backwater lakes, pools, marshes, 

etc. form as the river widens and drops 

in velocity. Describe the importance 

of these associated wetlands to the 

plants and animals which use them on a 

seasonal and year-round basis.

3. Detweiller Park
overview: This 740-acre multi-use park 

is heavily used by East Peoria-area 

residents. Amenities include parking, 

picnicking, restrooms, five miles of 

marked and signed trails, golf course, 

soccer fields, volleyball, and some 

handicap access. The park’s forested 

area is in excellent ecological condition 

and features some of the oldest and 
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Shore Acres Park/Fermata, Inc.

Camp Wokanda/Fermata, Inc.

6. Shore Acres Park 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This small-town park in 

Chillicothe is located on the west bank 

of the Illinois River and is maintained 

by the town’s park district. Amenities 

include the beautiful 19th Century 

Clubhouse (which can be rented for 

events) restrooms, sports courts, disc 

golf, covered picnic pavilions, swimming 

pool, playground, boat launch, and a 

small nature trail.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’interpretive panel, linking 

Robinson Park, Camp Wokonda, and 

Shore Acres Park. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 

were drawn by the region’s productivity 

and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

Located on the west bank of the Illinois 

River, Shore Acres is a good place to 

tell the story of the remarkable co-

existence of two seemingly incongruous 

migratory activities—the busy flow of 

barge commerce up and down the river 

and the seasonal movements of vast 

numbers of migratory birds along the 

river corridor. Parks like Shore Acres, 

Robinson and Camp Wokonda conserve 

varied habitats that sustains this 

migratory wildlife.

Drift plain geology and ecology, telling 

the story of the geological origins of 

drift plain formation, and present-day hill 

prairie habitat which has resulted. 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Riparian forests of Moon Creek, 

including the plant and wildlife species 

associated with this natural community.

5. Camp Wokanda (priority site)
overview:  This 316-acre site is located 

between Peoria and Chillicothe. 

Amenities include a fishing lake, trails, 

cabins, primitive camp sites, dining 

hall, and program building. This site 

is primarily used as a group camp for 

guided tours, environmental education 

programs, retreats, and so on.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Phase I interpretation will link three 

priority sites for the Peoria section: 

Robinson Park, Camp Wokanda, and 

Shore Acres Park with a single 2’x3’ 

interpretive panel at Shore Acres 

(see Shore Acres listing for storyline 

information)

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Hardwood bluff forests on the Illinois 

River, including the plant and wildlife 

species inhabiting this natural 

community. 
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Marshall State Fish & Wildlife Area/

Fermata, Inc.

Toluca Coal Mine Park/Barney DeRubeis

this stretch of the river, and visitors 

can see an eagle nest nearby along 

Route 26. 

8. Toluca Coal Mine Park
overview: This park centers around two 

massive slag heaps which remained after 

the Devlin Coal Company shut down its 

operation (1924) in Toluca. Since that 

time, “The Jumbos” (as they are locally 

known) have been restoring themselves 

via natural ecological succession. The 

site is well interpreted with signage and 

outdoor exhibitry.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

9. Bennett’s Terraqueous Garden
overview: Bennett’s Terraqueous 

Gardens sits in 18 acres of parkland 

owned and operated by the Fondulac 

Park District of East Peoria. Park 

grounds contain hiking trails, a pond, and 

an observation shelter overlooking the 

gardens. The Gardens encompass a seep 

that lies at the base of deeply dissected 

bluffs and hills bordering the east side of 

the Illinois River. The seep community is 

usually saturated by groundwater that 

emanates at or near the base of a hill 

7. Marshall State Fish & 
Wildlife Area
overview: This site features three 

separate units: 1) the 3,000-acre 

Marshall Unit, which offers primitive 

and RV camping, a boat launch, fishing, 

and the headquarters office; 2) the 

1,642-acre Spring Branch Unit (located 

directly across the Illinois River from the 

Marshall Unit), which offers a large 

picnic area, fishing, and a hiking trail, 

and 3) the 1,280-acre Sparland Unit 

(several miles north of the Spring Branch 

Unit), used exclusively for fishing and 

duck hunting.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

Map of the three site units along the 

Illinois River, including associated 

wetlands. Describe the nature-based 

recreational opportunities afforded here.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

The biodiversity of Illinois River 

wetlands—including backwater lakes, 

pools, marshes, and bottomland 

hardwoods—and their importance to 

the plants and wildlife that use them 

on a seasonal and year-round basis. For 

example, Bald Eagles are active along 
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Eagle’s nest/Jim Miller

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.
 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

The East Peoria gateway panel can 

tell the story of how the Illinois River 

Valley’s phenomenal wealth of natural 

resources fueled the industrial growth 

along the river, as evidenced at many 

of the waypoints along this section of 

the Byway.

11. Wightman Lake 
Restoration Project
overview: This 41-acre wetland 

restoration project has been managed 

by Ducks Unlimited. In addition to 

its benefit to migrating waterfowl, 

the Wightman Lake project has 

become a showcase for how naturally 

functioning ecosystems can be restored 

on frequently flooded cropland. In 

addition to wetland restoration at 

Wightman Lake, tree seedlings were 

planted across approximately 22 acres. 

Ducks Unlimited’s forestry objectives 

were to re-establish pecan, oaks, and 

other valuable hardwood tree species; 

promote growth of understory shrubs, 

and convert the existing riparian forest—

now dominated by silver maple—into 

an unevenly aged, ecologically diverse 

bottomland forest attractive to migrating 

waterfowl and songbirds.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Site managers plan to fund an 

interpretive panel (or panels) to be 

designed and fabricated as part of 

Phase I work. 

comprised of glacial till. A boardwalk 

affords close views of this interesting 

wetland. The seep is named in honor 

of Mr. John Bennett, who donated the 

property to the Fondulac Park District.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
 

Glacial formation of the Gardens and the 

resulting wetland community here.

10.   East Peoria Riverfront Park
overview: Fashioned in much the same 

way as Peoria’s Riverfront District, this 

site carries all of the same attractions, 

and hosts numerous annual events 

much in the same way that the Peoria 

site does.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
This location is a good choice for the 

East Peoria Gateway Kiosk.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and wildlife 
species.
 

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.
 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
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Furrow’s Red Barn Village/Fermata, Inc.

13. Fondulac Drive
overview: This 3-mile route is 

maintained by the Fondulac Park District 

and winds along the tops of East Peoria’s 

Illinois River bluffs. These bluffs are part 

of the glacially deposited Bloomington 

Moraine. The roadway affords views of 

the Illinois River. 

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Adequate pull-out areas, marked 

with identification signage, need to 

be created. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.
 

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

The story of the glacial formation of the 

region, including the bluffs upon which 

Fondulac Drive sits.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.
 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Restoration of both wetland and forest 

habitat here from lands that had been 

cleared and drained for agriculture. This 

restoration is creating habitat countless 

plant and wildlife species, and the panel 

will showcase some of these.

12. Singing Woods
overview: A beautiful tract of near-

pristine oak-hickory forest (featuring 

over 250 species of wildflowers alone) 

overlooking the Illinois River valley 

just north of Peoria. This property is 

managed by Peoria Parks District. An old 

native-wood house has been purchased 

on the site, and will eventually serve as 

the site’s interpretive center. At this time, 

amenities, including marked trails, are 

still in the planning stages.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.
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quiet contemplation. Between December 

and February, Bald Eagles flock to 

this section of the Illinois River. Pekin 

celebrates this awe-inspiring migration 

with the annual Pekin Main Street’s 

Eagle Census Festival. 

Recommendations for Pekin’s 
Interpretive Planning
Pekin should make the most of the 

immense agricultural story to be told 

in this section of the Byway. An ocean 

of prairie grasses once dominated 

this landscape. Now agriculture has 

transformed the region into an ocean of 

another kind of grass—corn. At Pekin’s 

Riverfront Park, visitors see a near-

constant stream of barges, many of 

which are hauling the region’s grains 

and beans. Grain elevators dot the 

Pekin Section 
Section Overview 

Research biologists have estimated that 

in pre-settlement days, approximately 

one-third of the Illinois River Valley 

landform was forested. Today, only about 

half of those associated woodlands 

remain. Fortunately, visitors to the Pekin 

section of the Byway can experience 

some of the best remaining examples 

of upland forest habitat at McNaughton 

Park, Fort Crevecoeur, and Tante 

Park. Spring Lake State Fish & Wildlife 

Area’s hiking trails traverse habitats 

that range from bluff-top oak-hickory 

forests to bottomland silver maple-

cottonwood. The lake itself invites 

fishing, bird watching, and boating or 
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as a gateway town, pekin will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that 
will provide a general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as 
described earlier, the local story panel can tell the region’s agricultural story—of the 
phenomenally rich soils of the Illinois River floodplain; the transformation of tallgrass 
prairie to corn and soybean-dominated agriculture, and how local agriculture has 
diversified in recent years, growing commercial crops ranging from grapes and pumpkins 
to apples and lavender. 

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

Pekin Riverfront 
Park

Pamela Anderson
panderson@
ci.pekin.il.us

Pekin Gateway Kiosk

Waypoints Along the Pekin Section
Waypoint 
# 

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

(priority 
Site (phase 
1 in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

1 Dirksen Park Pekin Park District Pekin X X

2 McNaughton Park Pekin Park District Pekin X X X

3 Independence Park Pekin Park District Marquette 
Heights

X X X

4 Fort Crevecoeur Park Pekin Park District Creve Coeur X X X

5 Tante Park Pekin Park District Pekin X

6 Lavender Creek Farm Owner Mackinaw X

7 Mackinaw Valley Vineyard Owner Mackinaw X

8 Mendenhall Park Wetland 
Area

The Village of      
Bartonville

Bartonville X X

9 Spring Lake State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Manito X X X

10 Pekin Riverfront Park City of Pekin X X X

A Pekin Main Street’s Eagle 
Census Festival  (Event)

Pekin Main Street Pekin X X

B Marigold Festival (Event) Pekin Chamber of 
Commerce 

Pekin X
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Dirksen Park/Deverman Advertising

McNaughton Park/Fermata, Inc

2. McNaughton Park 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This 850-acre park contains 

some of the most impressive specimens 

of white oak in Illinois. Much of the 

woodland edge at McNaughton is in 

modified white oak savanna habitat. 

This park was nominated as an Illinois 

Important Bird Area (IBA) by the 

National Audubon Society. Amenities 

include improved parking, restrooms, 

picnic shelters, hiking/biking trail, and 

partial handicap access.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ interpretive panel

Interpretive Storylines:

Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Designated as an Important Bird Area 

by the National Audubon Society, 

McNaughton Park is part of a network 

of conserved habitat along the Illinois 

River that provides a home or stopover 

point to wildlife. Panel will highlight key 

species that visitors can watch for on 

the Park’s many trails—by foot, bike, or 

horseback.

3. Independence Park
overview: Once used as a proving 

ground for Caterpillar, Inc., this 340-acre 

park is now showing excellent signs of 

recovery, re-establishing the presence of 

breeding Acadian Flycatchers, a closed-

canopy/deep-forest nesting species. 

landscape. Regional manufacturing 

produces farm machinery—the 

agricultural story awaits telling nearly 

everywhere in the Byway region, and 

nowhere more keenly than in Pekin. The 

majority of Americans are far removed 

from agriculture in their daily lives, and 

from the processes that bring food to 

their tables. Pekin has an opportunity 

to fill this void of experience and 

understanding.

1. Dirksen Park
overview: This 459-acre park is 

dominated by oak-hickory forest, 

with substantial open shrub land. An 

extensive hiking/biking/cross- country 

trail traverses the park, crossing several 

cobble-bottomed brooks and creeks. Part 

of the Illinois Land and Water Reserve 

Program, the park is designed to protect 

and improve woodland habitats using 

restoration management techniques. 

Amenities are limited to an improved 

parking area and trail system.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Map of park and trail system, and 

description of nature-based activities at 

the park. 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Restoration management and the Illinois 

Land and Water Reserve Program. 

Management techniques being utilized 

at Dirksen Park.
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Tante Park/ Fermata, Inc.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
In the vicinity of the parking area 

(where drift plain topography and ridge/

ravine forest converge), develop two 

2’x3’ interpretive panels.  interpreting 

1) Pleistocene drift-plain geology 

and ecology, and 2) a trail map with 

accompanying text on the ecology 

associated with the park’s forested and 

prairie habitats.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.
 

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
 

Geological and ecological forces that 

created the landscape here, which 

sustained diverse natural and human 

communities.

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.
 

Describe how the region’s natural 

abundance drew Native American people 

to live here.

5. Tante Park
overview: Pekin’s smallest (40 acres) 

and most secluded natural area park. Its 

lone trail, the Woodland Wildflower Trail, 

runs along a creek bank and past many 

mature specimens of sugar maple, white 

Amenities limited to improved parking 

and a hiking/biking trail.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Map of park and trail system, and 

description of nature-based activities at 

the park. 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Ecological Restoration at Independence 

Park, highlighting the Acadian Flycatcher 

and other closed-canopy neotropical 

nesting species (Red-eyed Vireo, 

Yellowthroated Vireo, Scarlet Tanager) 

which presently nest at the park.

4. Fort Crevecoeur Park 
overview: This 89-acre park contains 

the reconstructed 1680 fort of LaSalle. 

The park was deeded to the village of 

Creve Coeur in 1976, and then leased 

to Fort Crevecoeur, Inc., a non-profit 

organization which maintains the park, 

schedules annual events and interpretive 

programming, and operates a small 

museum and gift shop on site. Current 

interpretation focuses on the rich Indian 

and French history here. In addition, the 

site offers primitive and RV camping, 

picnicking, and a short nature trail that 

loops through a bluff/ravine hardwood 

forest with a small pocket of high-quality 

glacial drift hill prairie, all of which has 

been entered into the IDNR Nature 

Preserve Program. The park is currently 

open to the public from April 1 through 

October 31.
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Mallards/Jim Miller

Great Blue Heron/Jim Miller

River backwater marshes, lakes, 

and bottomland hardwood forests, 

terminating at a public boat launch on 

the Illinois River. Ultimately, this site 

represents a microcosm of Banner 

Marsh (located 20 miles to the south 

of Mendenhall Road) habitats, offering 

potential Peoria visitors a “taste of 

Banner Marsh” without having to travel 

another 20 miles to Banner Marsh.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Develop at least one pull-off/parking/

observation station along the entry road.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 2.1 Geological transformations 
have shaped the Illinois River Valley.
 

Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the Ice 
Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 
 

Geological and ecological processes 

that formed the backwater wetland 

complex along the middle reaches of the 

Illinois River. 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and wildlife 
species.
 

Bottomland Hardwood Forest community 

and its more prominent tree species 

and animals.

9. Spring Lake State Fish 
& Wildlife Area 
(phase I priority site)
overview: Once the main channel of 

the Illinois River, Spring Lake is now 

ash, black cherry, white oak, hickory, 

and hawthorn. The park offers 

improved parking, restrooms, picnic 

shelter, and trail.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

6. Lavender Creek Farm
overview: This privately owned, 10-acre 

organic lavender farm and gift shop 

also includes some vegetable and fruit 

production on-site. Special events and 

other interpretive programming are 

scheduled on a regular basis.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
1.2 The rich natural resources of the 
Illinois River Valley provide a livelihood 
for many valley residents.

Fertile valley soils nurture diverse plant 

life, including agricultural crops, from 

lavender to pumpkins. 

7. Mackinaw Valley Vineyard 
Voted “Vineyard of the Year” by the 

Illinois Grape Grower’s and Vintner’s 

Association in 2003, Mackinaw Valley 

Vineyard hosts a winery, tasting room 

and gift shop.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
1.2 The rich natural resources of the 
Illinois River Valley provide a livelihood 
for many valley residents. 

8. Mendenhall Road
overview: This pristine wetland complex 

is located just south of Bartonville, 

IL. The entry road traverses Illinois 
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Pekin Riverfront Park/

Deverman Advertising

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:            
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands
 

The Pekin gateway kiosk’s local panel(s) 

can tell the region’s agricultural 

story—of the phenomenally rich soils 

of the Illinois River floodplain; the 

transformation of tallgrass prairie 

to corn and soybean-dominated 

agriculture, and how local agriculture 

has diversified in recent years, growing 

commercial crops ranging from grapes 

and pumpkins to apples and lavender.                                                                                                                                        

         

A. Pekin Main Street’s Eagle 
Census Festival
overview: Not a “site,” but an annual 

event held each year at the end of 

January. This eagle census is held in 

cooperation with annual Midwest 

Region Winter Bald Eagle Census, 

established in 1967. Includes food, field 

trips, exhibits, lectures.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

geologically classified as a “meander 

scar,” an abandoned channel of the river. 

Guarded by a high sandstone bluff, this 

1,946-acre site is one of the few Illinois 

River floodplain components where 

upland pine forests still exist. Waterfowl 

watchers can utilize the numerous 

parking sites and day-use areas located 

along the 18 miles of lake shoreline. 

Amenities include camping, parking 

areas, boat launches, fishing piers, hiking 

trails, and picnic shelters.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ interpretive panel.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

This is a perfect site to begin with a very 

specific story about an iconic wildlife 

species that frequents Spring Lake—the 

American Pelican—and use that as a 

lead-in to the larger story of how this 

lake, which was once part of the main 

channel of the Illinois river, is part of the 

vibrant, continually changing floodplain 

of the river.

10. Pekin Riverfront Park 
overview: This 4-acre park offers 

beautiful river views. Amenities include a 

festival plaza that hosts Art in the Park, 

interpretive signage, an event meadow, 

vehicular overlook parking area, Spirit 

of Columbia Steamboat play apparatus, 

picnic grills and shelter, horseshoe 

courts, fishing pier, boat launch, and 

riverside trail.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Gateway Kiosk
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experience. Together, The Nature 

Conservancy Emiquon Preserve and 

Emiquon National Wildlife Refuge form 

a massive restoration project, returning 

thousands of acres of agricultural fields 

to floodplain wetlands. Canton and 

surrounding towns are steeped in the 

arts and crafts tradition for which Fulton 

County’s “Spoon River Country” is 

known. The valley’s natural beauty often 

inspires this art, as visitors can 

see at such sites as Bill Swango’s Wildlife 

Art Gallery.

Recommendations for Canton’s 
Interpretive Planning
Canton should capitalize on the powerful 

themes of restoration and renewal that 

are abundantly evident both in the 

Canton Section 
Section Overview 

Along this section of the Byway, visitors 

continually encounter the deep and 

rich human and natural history of the 

Illinois River Valley. At Dickson Mounds 

Museum, one of the major on-site 

archaeological museums in the country, 

visitors can step back through roughly 

12,000 years of human experience here. 

Illinois River backwater marshes and 

shallow lakes dominate this portion of 

the Byway. Banner Marsh Fish & Wildlife 

Area offers visitors a prime example of 

these beautiful and biologically diverse 

wetland ecosystems. Just down river, 

Rice Lake State Fish and Wildlife Area 

adds another layer to this wetland 
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as a gateway town, canton will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that 
will provide a general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as 
described earlier, the local story panel on its gateway kiosk can tell the regional story of 
restoration and renewal—both in the restored wetlands, forests, and prairie sites along the 
Byway, and within the city of canton itself.

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

Jones Park Mark Rothert
mrothert@canton-
illinois.org

Canton Gateway Kiosk

Waypoints Along the Canton Section
Waypoint 
# 

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

(priority 
Site (phase 
1 in brown)

Sub-theme 
commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

City of Canton: Jones Park Canton X X X X

1 Lakeland Park Canton Park District Canton X

2 Big Creek Park Canton Park District Canton X

3 Canton Lake City of Canton Canton X X

4 Banner Marsh State Fish and    
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Canton X X X

5 Rice Lake State Fish and 
Wildlife Area 

IDNR Canton X X X

6 Fulton County Camping and        
Recreation Area

Fulton County St. David X

7 The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve

The Nature         
Conservancy

Lewistown X X

8 Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge

USFWS Lewistown X X

9 Bill Swango’s Wildlife Art 
Gallery 

Owner Lewistown X X

10 Orchard Hill Farm Owner Lewistown X

11 Dickson Mounds Museum IDNR Smithfield X* X X X

12 Spoon River College             
Arboretum 

Spoon River College Canton X X

A Liverpool Riverfront Village of Liverpool Liverpool X

B Bernadotte Dam on the 
Spoon River 

Bernadotte X

C Copperas Creek City of Canton Banner X X

         *recommended by Fermata
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Big Creek Park/Fermata, Inc.

Lakeland Park/Kevin Wright

2. Big Creek Park
overview: This urban park in Canton 

offers swimming pool, ball courts, skate 

park, disc golf, picnic shelters, a short 

nature trail, and regularly scheduled 

activity programming.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

3. Canton Lake
overview: This 250-acre lake is 

surrounded by 13-miles of wooded 

shoreline; half is residential, half is public 

parkland. Open spring through fall, the 

park offers public camping (primitive and 

RV), a swimming beach, and boat launch. 

Anglers flock to the lake, since this 

cold-spring source lake offers bountiful 

freshwater fishing.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

The fish and fishing at Canton Lake.

4. Banner Marsh State Fish 
& Wildlife Area (phase I 
priority site)
overview: This 4,363-acre wetland 

complex of freshwater marshes, shallow 

and deepwater lakes boasts more than 

a hundred individual water bodies. 

landscape surrounding Canton and in 

the city itself. The city is making great 

strides to redefine and renew itself 

since the loss of International Harvester 

as an industrial cornerstone for the 

community. The resilient landscape—with 

the help of dedicated citizens—is likewise 

recovering from losses—namely habitat 

and species loss from agriculture, 

development, and industry. TNC 

Emiquon and Emiquon National Wildlife 

Refuge provide dazzling examples of 

restoration in action. In the Canton 

region, too, visitors have the opportunity 

to see the visual “restoration” of  human 

civilizations in this valley through the 

extensive exhibits at Dickson Mounds, 

which bring regional history to life.

1. Lakeland Park
overview: This 600-acre park 

encompasses a restored strip mine 

project in north Canton. Much of the 

associated terrain is tallgrass prairie, 

which has restored itself naturally. 

The park possesses five “lakes,” boat 

launches, fishing/observation piers, 

picnic shelters, and a hard-surfaced/

handicap accessible walking trail.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.
 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Ecological restoration at Lakeland 

Park, including the strip mine history, 

restoration process, and the resulting 

tallgrass prairie habitat now present.
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Common Yellowthroat/Dave Menke

Great Blue Heron/Jim Miller

5. Rice Lake State Fish & 
Wildlife Area (phase I 
priority site)
overview: This 5,660-acre wetland 

complex is located just downriver 

from Banner Marsh. As at Banner 

Marsh, visitors can explore the site via 

several access points, some containing 

restrooms, boat launches, picnic 

shelters, observation decks, and some 

handicap accessibility. This site also 

offers limited camping.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends creating one 

panel that interprets and connects 

Banner Marsh and Rice Lake State 

Fish and Wildlife Areas, to be placed at 

either site.  

Recommended Interpretive Storylines 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.
 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

Freshwater mussels once abounded 

along the Illinois River—in the river 

itself and in wetlands like those at 

Banner Marsh and Rice Lake. They were 

harvested in great quantities to make 

Popular with fishermen, the site also 

holds substantial numbers of migrating 

waterbirds, including ducks, geese, gulls, 

wading birds, Osprey, Mute Swans, and 

Bald Eagle. Visitors can explore the 

site via several access points, some 

containing restrooms, boat launches, 

picnic shelters, observation decks, and 

some handicap accessibility.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends creating one panel 

that interprets and connects Banner 

Marsh and Rice Lake State Fish and 

Wildlife Areas, to be placed at either site.  

Recommended Interpretive Storylines 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.
 

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.

As described above, a single sign can 

interpret and connect Banner Marsh and 

Rice Lake during Phase I interpretation. 

See the Rice Lake listing on this page 

for that panel’s storyline description. 

Additional interpretation in the future 

can tell the story of the marsh’s 

transformation from strip mine to 

wildlife sanctuary.
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Emiquon Burial Mounds/

Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

The Nature Conservancy -

Emiquon Preserve/Kelvin Sampson

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the 

most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
see Dickson Mounds description for 

interpretive storyline for Phase I panel.

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Story of the transformation of 

wetlands to agriculture and the current 

restoration of those wetlands.

8. Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge (priority site)
overview: Emiquon NWR is part of 

the massive land-acquisition/wetland 

restoration effort to restore agricultural 

lands to floodplain wetlands and prairie 

habitats that once dominated the 

middle reaches of the Illinois River. This 

site is managed by USFWS personnel 

stationed at the nearby Chautauqua 

NWR. At this time, the site is largely 

undeveloped, with amenities limited to 

a couple of signed/designated parking 

areas with observation decks. One of 

these is located at the trailhead of the 

Frank C. Bellrose Nature Trail, the site’s 

only marked trail. Here visitors will find 

a trail map and interpretation describing 

buttons, and the button industry thrived 

along the Illinois River. Dredging, dam 

building, and pollution have drastically 

reduced mussel populations, some 

of which are recovering as a result of 

restoration and conservation efforts.

6. Fulton County Camping 
and Recreation Area
overview: Located between Lewiston 

and St. David, this 440-acre site 

encompasses 150 acres of surface 

waters in numerous ponds, sloughs, 

and lakes. The site is owned, operated, 

and managed by Fulton County. 

Amenities include improved parking, 

restrooms, camping, picnicking, boat 

launches, fishing.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

7. The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve (priority site)
overview: One of the largest floodplain 

restoration projects in the country 

outside the Florida Everglades, the TNC 

Emiquon Preserve is restoring more 

than 7000 acres of corn and soy field 

to functioning floodplain wetlands. 

Currently the site offers few visitor 

amenities, though visitors have beautiful 

vistas of the restoration work from the 

access road.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 
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Bill Swango’s Art Gallery/Cindy Arnett

Bill Swango’s Art Gallery/Cindy Arnett

plants, animals) as well. Open by 

appointment only.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse 
plant and wildlife species.

10. Orchard Hill Farm
Overview: This 30-acre farm and 

orchard offers a country produce 

market, selling fruits, vegetables, 

preserves, confections, etc. 

 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

11. Dickson Mounds Museum 
(phase I priority site)
overview: Dickson Mounds Museum 

is to the southern end of the region 

what Starved Rock State Park is to the 

northern end: a well-interpreted site 

with many visitor amenities. Considered 

one of the country’s major on-site 

archaeological museum facilities, the 

site curates and interprets at least 

12,000 years of human experience 

in the Illinois River valley. Located 

at the juncture of two major Illinois 

ecosystems—the Upper Mississippi 

River-Illinois River Bottomlands and the 

Western Forest-Prairie Complex—the site 

offers substantial exhibitry interpreting 

the ecology of this fertile and diverse 

region. The site’s nature trail traverses 

both of these ecosystems, as well as 

pioneer Illinois waterfowl biologist Frank 

C. Bellrose and the ecology associated 

with the trail.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the 

most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
see Dickson Mounds description for 

interpretive storyline for Phase I panel.

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Story of the transformation of 

wetlands to agriculture and the current 

restoration of those wetlands

9. Bill Swango’s Art Gallery
overview: Located in the historic “Red 

Brick Schoolhouse” in Smithfield, 

IL, this gallery features the work of 

famous Illinois River valley sculptor Bill 

Swango, who produces native plant and 

animal sculptures, primarily in native 

black walnut. Gallery includes some 

interpretation (bio of the sculptor and 

information on local ecosystems, 
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Orchard Hill Farm/Fermata, Inc.

12. Spoon River College 
Arboretum
overview: Nestled along the edge of 

an old-growth oak-hickory forest at the 

Spoon River College campus, four miles 

southwest of Canton, this 10-acre site 

encompasses a small lake and a network 

of nature trails.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.
 

This site lends itself to exploring Edgar 

Lee Master’s Spoon River Anthology 

as a means of connecting visitors with 

the region.

13. Liverpool Riverfront
overview: Founded in 1836, the small, 

riverside community of Liverpool served 

as a loading site for fish, waterfowl, 

and other commodities destined for 

Chicago and St. Louis markets on Illinois 

River freight boats. Al Capone owned 

a hunting/fishing cottage here. This 

site is an excellent place to view eagles. 

It offers a public boat launch, public 

benches, and a few local businesses, 

such as a bait shop and bar & grill. 

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Improvements include directional and 

identification signage, as well as one 

2’x3’interpretive panel. 

a well-interpreted restored tallgrass 

prairie. With the Museum site located 

adjacent to the TNC Emiquon Preserve, 

the opportunity exists to connect the 

two via a trail system.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the 

most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.

A panel at Dickson Mounds can describe 

how Dickson Mounds provides a window 

into a period of time when the Mound-

building culture inhabited this region. 

Nearby TNC Emiquon and Emiquon 

NWR, as a result of wetland restoration 

efforts, give visitors a vivid sense of 

what the landscape looked like when this 

mound-building culture lived here.
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Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Backwater wetlands and bottomland 

forests of Copperas Creek and their 

connection with the Illinois River 

floodplain wetlands network.

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.
 

Storyline 4.3 The Illinois River and its 
surrounding valley have been profoundly 
shaped by human hands.
History of the old lock and dam at the 

mouth of Copperas Creek, nested within 

the larger story of commerce on the 

Illinois River and changes to the river’s 

hydrology and ecology that resulted.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.
 

Historic river commerce in Liverpool. 

14. Bernadotte Dam on the 
Spoon River
Overview: This dam site was originally 

constructed in 1830 for the purpose 

of operating a local grist mill. Site 

amenities include a private campground.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

Draw from Edgar Lee Master’s 

descriptions of small town life in the 

early 1900s in Spoon River Anthology to 

help visitors develop a sense of what it 

was like here in settlement times. 

15. Copperas Creek
overview: This 3-mile linear unit of 

the Banner Marsh Fish & Wildlife Area 

originates in the community of Banner 

and ends at the creek’s confluence 

with the Illinois River. Access of the 

unit is primarily along the sides of the 

entry road, which parallels Copperas 

Creek as it runs through a complex of 

freshwater marshes, backwater lakes, 

and bottomland hardwood forest. The 

road ends at a public boat launch, also 

the site of an old/historic lock and dam.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
If feasible, develop at least one pull-off/

parking/observation station along the 

entry road.
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to attract visitors to the region. One 

portion of the Havana section of the 

Byway covers the same ground as the 

Canton Section, guiding visitors to 

three of the Byway’s not-to-be-missed 

sites: Dickson Mounds Museum, The 

Nature Conservancy Emiquon Preserve, 

and Emiquon National Wildlife Refuge. 

The rest of the Havana section of the 

Byway expands visitors’ experience of 

the incredible biological diversity and 

abundance of this region, through sites 

like Sand Ridge State Forest, Anderson 

Lake State Conservation Area, and 

Chatauqua National Wildlife Refuge.

 

Havana Section 
Section Overview 
In 1908, with a fish harvest of 24 million 

pounds, the Illinois River was the most 

productive inland commercial fishery 

in the United States. That year, the 

harvest accounted for approximately 

10% of the total U.S. catch, more than 

the entire Mississippi River. About half 

of that passed through the fish markets 

at Havana and Liverpool. Recreational 

fishing also contributed heavily to 

this region’s economy, and continues 
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as a gateway town, Havana will receive a gateway kiosk with four interpretive panels that 
will provide a general Byway introduction, Byway map, orientation, and a local story. as 
described earlier, the local story panel can tell the story of the phenomenal fisheries of 
the Illinois River, which at one time sustained one of the largest freshwater fisheries in the 
country and made Havana a hub for fishing industry commerce. 

Kiosk location contact person Site photo

Hotel block at the 
corner of Main 
and Schraeder

Terry Svob
tsvob@grics.net

Havana Gateway Kiosk

Waypoints Along the Havana Section
Waypoint 
#

Site Name Managing entity city Gateway 
Kiosk

(priority 
Site (phase 
1 in brown)

Sub-theme 

commerce/
Recreation

Geology ecology Human 
History

City of Havana: Corner of 
Main and Schraeder

Havana X X X X

1 Havana Riverfront Park Havana Park District Havana X X

2 Chautauqua National Wildlife 
Refuge 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service 

Havana X X

3 Jake Wolf Memorial Fish 
Hatchery 

IDNR Topeka X X

4 Sand Ridge State Forest IDNR Forest City X X

5 Mason State Tree Nursery IDNR Topeka X

6 The Llama Farm Owner Havana X

7 The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve 

IDNR Chandlerville X X

8 Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge

USFWS Astoria X X

9 Anderson Lake State        
Conservation Area 

IDNR Astoria X

10 Sanganois State Wildlife Area IDNR Chandlerville X

11 Dickson Mounds Museum IDNR Lewistown X X X X

A Rockwell Mound Havana X
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2. Chautauqua National Wildlife 
Refuge (phase I priority site)
Overview: This 4,480-acre mosaic 

of forests and wetlands is owned 

and operated by the USFWS. Known 

primarily for its waterfowl, this site is 

also one of the best within the project 

area for viewing migratory shorebirds 

during the spring and fall months. A pair 

of Bald Eagles has been nesting here 

annually since 1994.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ interpretive panel

Interpretive Storylines: 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Beginning with the specific story of a 

diminutive, but eye-catching refuge 

resident—the Illinois River Cruiser—this 

story will ripple outward, describing the 

interconnected community of plants 

and wildlife that inhabit this refuge and 

adjoining Illinois River

3. Jake Wolf Memorial 
Fish Hatchery
overview: This large, IDNR-operated 

facility lies about 20 miles northeast of 

Havana. The site includes a handicap-

accessible visitor center with an 

extensive exhibit on Illinois fish and 

fishing. Guided tours are available. 

Roadsides along the site’s entry road 

have been allowed to go back to 

tallgrass prairie.

Recommendations for Havana’s 
Interpretive Planning
Havana has the opportunity to build 

upon its remarkable fishing history, 

which made it the most important 

inland fishing port in the United States. 

That fishing industry relied upon a 

phenomenal abundance and diversity of 

aquatic life, from largemouth 

bass to freshwater mussels. Because 

of its role as a major fishing port, 

Havana is well-positioned to tell this 

far-reaching Byway story. Waypoints like 

the Havana Riverfront Park and the Jake 

Wolf Fish Hatchery can expand upon this 

rich local story.

1. Havana Riverfront Park
overview: From this small, urban park, 

visitors can view the confluence of the 

Spoon and Illinois rivers. The park offers 

improved parking, picnicking, boat 

launch, restrooms, and short walking 

path. Site development plans include 

locating a scenic Byway gateway visitor’s 

center here, which will have its own 

interpretive plan.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Storyline 4.2 Explorers and settlers 
were drawn by the region’s productivity 
and beauty.

This site is perfect for focusing on an 

iconic aquatic species, like the American 

paddlefish, to tell the larger story of the 

Illinois River’s phenomenal aquatic life.

Chautauqua National Wildlife Refuge/

Jim Miller
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The Llama Farm/Fermata, Inc.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
One 2’x3’ interpretive panel

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

A forested island in an ocean of 

agricultural fields, Sand Ridge hosts a 

remarkable array of species in its dry 

forest habitat, including badger, pocket 

gopher and prickly pear cactus.

5. Mason State Tree Nursery
overview: IDNR-owned and operated, 

this 240-acre site raises native tree, 

shrub, grass, and wildflower species for 

use in both public and private habitat 

restoration projects. The site offers 

improved parking, site office, restrooms, 

walking trail, handicap access, and 

interpretation of their restoration 

nursery operations.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

The Illinois River valley’s remarkable 

natural diversity, as evidenced in the 

native plants at the nursery, threats 

to this diversity and efforts to restore 

native natural communities.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.1 The Illinois River Valley 
offers extensive opportunities for 
recreation and renewal.
How the hatchery’s fish provide angling 

opportunities in the region.

 

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.

Illinois Tallgrass Prairie, history, threats, 

and conservation through roadside 

management practices, as evidenced in 

the roadside landscape on the access 

road to this site. 

4. Sand Ridge State Forest 
(phase I priority site)
overview: This large 7,500 acre site 

comprises dry-mesic oak-hickory forest 

and sand prairie, which originated from 

dunes deposited along this stretch 

of the Illinois River at the end of the 

Pleistocene epoch. The site’s amenities 

include a headquarters office building 

(which doubles as visitor center), picnic 

shelters, directional signage, primitive 

camping, and hiking/biking trails. This 

site is among the IDNR’s rarest habitat 

types, but is also among the least-visited 

(except by local hunters) of all state 

forests in the project area.
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Emiquon Preserve/

Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of years, 
the Illinois River Valley has sustained 
abundant and diverse plant and wildlife 
species.

Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
Story of the transformation of 

wetlands to agriculture and the current 

restoration of those wetlands

8. Emiquon National Wildlife 
Refuge (priority site)
overview: Emiquon NWR is part of 

the massive land-acquisition/wetland 

restoration effort to restore agricultural 

lands to floodplain wetlands and prairie 

habitats that once dominated the 

middle reaches of the Illinois River. This 

site is managed by USFWS personnel 

stationed at the nearby Chautauqua 

NWR. At this time, the site is largely 

undeveloped, with amenities limited to 

a couple of signed/designated parking 

areas with observation decks. One of 

these is located at the trailhead of the 

Frank C. Bellrose Nature Trail, the site’s 

only marked trail. Here visitors will find 

a trail map and interpretation describing 

pioneer Illinois waterfowl biologist Frank 

C. Bellrose and the ecology associated 

with the trail.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

6. The Llama Farm
overview: The Llama Farm maintains 

a breeding herd of carefully selected 

llamas which have resulted in many 

Grand Champion males and females. 

The farm offer both llamas and their 

wool for sale, and provides limited visitor 

amenities, including improved parking 

and an informational brochure. Visits by 

appointment only.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 1.2 The rich natural resources 
of the Illinois River Valley provide a 
livelihood for many valley residents.

7. The Nature Conservancy 
Emiquon Preserve (priority site)
overview: One of the largest floodplain 

restoration projects in the country 

outside the Florida Everglades, the TNC 

Emiquon Preserve is restoring more 

than 7000 acres of corn and soy field 

to functioning floodplain wetlands. 

Currently the site offers few visitor 

amenities, though visitors have beautiful 

vistas of the restoration work from the 

access road.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives 

the most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
See Dickson Mounds description for 

interpretive storyline for Phase I panel.
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Green Heron/

Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

Highlight one of the iconic bird species 

here, like Osprey or Ring-billed Gull, to 

tell the largers story of the importance 

of Anderson Lake State Conservation 

Area and other such floodplain wetlands 

along the Illinois for waterbirds. 

10. Sanganois State 
Wildlife Area
overview: This 10,360-acre IDNR site 

features a small visitor center with 

exhibitry and well-interpreted tallgrass 

prairie, sand prairie, bottomland 

hardwood forest, and upland bluff/

slope hardwood forest habitats. Other 

amenities include primitive and RV 

camping, boat launch, fishing.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

11. Dickson Mounds Museum 
(phase I priority site)
overview: Dickson Mounds Museum 

is to the southern end of the region 

what Starved Rock State Park is to the 

northern end: a well-interpreted site 

with many visitor amenities. At edge of 

Emiquon. opportunity to connect the two 

via a trail system. Considered one of the 

country’s major on-site archaeological 

museum facilities, the site curates 

and interprets at least 12,000 years 

of human experience in the Illinois 

River valley. Located at the juncture 

of two major Illinois ecosystems—the 

Upper Mississippi River-Illinois River 

Bottomlands and the Western Forest-

Prairie Complex—the site offers 

substantial exhibitry interpreting the 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the 

most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
see Dickson Mounds description for 

interpretive storyline for Phase I panel.

Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
Storyline 3.2 Industrialization has 
threatened the Illinois River Valley’s 
remarkable natural abundance.

Storyline 3.3 Dedicated citizens are 
working together to restore the valley’s 
land and water resources.
 

Story of the transformation of 

wetlands to agriculture and the current 

restoration of those wetlands

9. Anderson Lake State 
Conservation Area
overview: Located about 12 miles 

southwest of Havana, this nearly 2,500 

acre wetland complex was once a 

private waterfowl hunting club and 

is now owned and operated by IDNR. 

Mallard, Wood Duck, Bald Eagle, 

and American White Pelican are all 

especially visible during fall and early 

winter months. Site amenities include 

a headquarters office, primitive and RV 

camping, boat launches, picnic shelters, 

fishing/observation piers, and some 

handicap accessibility.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1 For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
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12. Rockwell Mound
This burial mound is located. across 

the Illinois River and to the east of 

the Dickson Mounds site. Rockwell 

Mound is one of the largest Native 

American mounds built in the Illinois 

River Basin. The earthen mound dates to 

around 200C.E. and covers almost two 

acres. A city park has been built on top 

of the mound. 

Recommended Interpretive Storylines: 
Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 
bears rich archeological evidence of 
Native American peoples who lived in 
the valley for thousands of years.

unlisted: Havana eagle Days Festival
overview:  This annual event is held 

each winter to celebrate the return of 

Bald Eagles to the river valley. Event 

includes food, field trips, exhibits, 

interactive presentations, lectures and 

entertainment.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.
 

Portal Sites
The following communities and sites 

are recommended for designation as 

portal sites. A portal is a site designed 

to introduce visitors to nearby Byway 

resources and waypoints. Recommended 

signage would be similar to gateway 

kiosks but smaller (two-sided), with 

orientation information on one panel 

and a local story on the other.

ecology of this fertile and diverse region. 

The site’s nature trail traverses both 

of these ecosystems, as well as a well-

interpreted restored tallgrass prairie.

Recommended Site Improvements: 
Fermata recommends developing one 

interpretive panel that interprets and 

links TNC Emiquon, Emiquon NWR, and 

Dickson Mounds Museum during Phase 

I of the interpretive process. Fermata 

recommends placing this panel at 

Dickson Mounds, as this site receives the 

most visitation.

Recommended Interpretive Storylines:
Storyline 2.2 Since the end of the 
Ice Age, dynamic natural communities 
have become established in the Illinois 
River Valley. 

Storyline 3.1  For thousands of 
years, the Illinois River Valley has 
sustained abundant and diverse plant 
and wildlife species.

Storyline 4.1 The Illinois River Valley 

bears rich archeological evidence of 

Native American peoples who lived in 

the valley for thousands of years.

A panel at Dickson Mounds can describe 

how Dickson Mounds provides a window 

into a period of time when the Mound-

building culture inhabited this region. 

Nearby TNC Emiquon and Emiquon 

NWR, as a result of wetland restoration 

efforts, give visitors a vivid sense of 

what the landscape looked like when this 

mound-building culture lived here.
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Forest Park Nature Center/Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.

or are following a carefully planned 

Byway itinerary) to dip into the Byway 

experience. But this static signage is 

just the first step in creating a Byway 

experience that will draw visitors to the 

region and compel them to return again 

and again.

To help optimize the Byway experience 

for visitors, Fermata recommends 

reorganizing waypoint sites that 

currently have ambiguous or confusing 

relationships with adjacent gateway 

communities. For example, there are 

sites associated with Peoria and East 

Peoria that are inexplicably arrayed 

Communities:
Banner

Chillicothe

Hennepin

Henry

Lacon

Manito

Oglesby

Peoria Heights

Spring Valley

Utica

Sites:
Dickson Mounds (Lewistown)

Emiquon Preserve (Lewistown)

Heritage Harbor (Ottawa)

Wildlife Prairie State Park (Peoria)

 

Chapter 4. Future 
of the Byway
Recommendations for 
Future Interpretation
Static, on-site interpretive signage, 

such as will be created during Phase I 

of Byway interpretation, accomplishes 

important interpretive goals. It creates 

visual continuity along the Byway—

visitors know, when they see the Byway 

logo and the distinct color palette and 

consistent graphic elements of Byway 

interpretive panels, that they are, 

indeed, still on the Byway and can expect 

to read another compelling piece of the 

Byway’s thematic story. It allows visitors, 

regardless of the degree of preparation 

they made for exploring the Byway 

(whether they just happened upon it 
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Pears/USDA

on opposite sides of the river (and are 

managed by the other community’s park 

district). The reorganization of these 

sites should take place as the specific 

interpretive collaterals are developed, 

since the reorganization should not be 

simply a geographical rearrangement, 

but rather should involve grouping 

the sites in a way that works best 

thematically—that tells the most 

cohesive and compelling story.

In addition, there are sites—specifically 

The Nature Conservancy Emiquon, 

Emiquon National Wildlife Refuge, and 

Dickson Mounds—which are shared by 

two gateways. Given iconic stature of 

these sites, we see little risk in having 

these shared. However, we do believe 

that as the interpretive materials 

are developed, it will be important 

to develop unique storylines and 

perspectives for the gateways. For 

example, Canton may speak about the 

restoration of Emiquon, while Havana 

may detail its past as a fishery.

Once on-site interpretive signage has 

been established at Phase I priority 

sites, Byway planners can branch 

out into other means of conveying 

interpretive messages. The media we 

recommend are not only effective 

for conveying interpretive materials, 

but are equally critical for marketing, 

education, recreation, and for 

delivering recreational programming. 

In fact, although we are focused 

on interpretation in this particular 

document, these media should be 

considered critical to how the Byway 

communicates with and presents itself to 

the world at large.

In the past, we would have focused our 

recommendations on the development 

of a robust website for this purpose. 

Certainly the value of a traditional web-

based approach has not diminished, and 

there are excellent examples of how to 

use the web to effectively interpret a 

scenic byway. In fact, we recommend 

the new Kansas Wetlands and Wildlife 

National Scenic Byway site (www.

kansaswetlandsandwildlifescenicbyway.

com), developed by Fermata, as an 

example of how the web can be used for 

this purpose. Although still static (as the 

web is), there are important components 

on this website (interactive maps, 

downloadable guide and pamphlet, audio 

guide) that offer a variety of interpretive 

and travel materials on-line. 

However, Fermata has become 

increasingly interested in the degree to 

which the potential of web 2.0 is being 

realized in the blogosphere. We recently 

developed a wildlife-viewing website for 

Corpus Christi, Texas, that includes not 

only a static website (the “storefront”) 

but a dynamic, interlinked blog as well. 
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initial step is to develop the web and 

blog platforms through which these 

materials can be delivered.

Most Byway visitors, particularly young 

visitors, utilize technology in their day-

to-day lives, and interpretive planners 

can capitalize on the far-reaching 

and continually widening interpretive 

opportunities these varied technologies 

offer. This overt effort to reach young 

people and their families could not be 

more critical to the future success of 

the Byway. According to the most 

recent research published by the 

Outdoor Industry Foundation, 

participation rates in outdoor recreation 

continue to decline among young 

people. This new report found  that 

“among boys ages 6 to 12, participation 

This allows us to feed and post real-time 

information to the blog (such as by using 

Twitter), and then feed that information 

directly from the blog to the website. 

Please review these sites at the 

following URLs:

www.birdthebend.com
www.birdthebend.blogspot.com

Fermata strongly recommends exploring 

a number of web-based interpretive 

and marketing materials for future 

Byway interpretation. For example, we 

suggest considering the development 

of an Illinois River audio guide, as is 

available on the Kansas website. We 

also suggest offering a series of 

podcasts and podtrails for specific 

interests and locations. The key 

Powdered Dancer/Ted Lee Eubanks, Fermata, Inc.
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Gray Hairstreak/Fermata, Inc.

isolation increases the chances that the 

visitor will experience Byway waypoints 

as disjointed, disconnected entities, 

rather than as interconnected parts 

of a larger landscape and story. One 

way to meet this challenge would be to 

create a series of thematic podcasts that 

visitors can listen to in their vehicles 

as they travel from site to site, helping 

to bridge the thematic gaps along the 

way. The possibilities for multi-modal 

interpretation are vast and exciting. 

Byway planners can use twenty-first 

century interpretive tools to broaden 

and deepen the Byway experience. 

With the development of these tools, 

future expansion of the Byway’s 

interpretation and marketing can easily 

integrate historical, archeological, and 

cultural components. Equally important, 

though, will be to deeply “mine” the 

unique attributes and resources of the 

Illinois River’s natural assets. Many 

byways have the tendency to be a “mile 

wide and an inch deep.” Our strong 

suggestion is to focus on those specific 

natural attributes and resources that 

stamp the Byway as unique, and to 

delve deeply into each of these with a 

level of expertise, enlightenment, and 

entertainment unequaled by other 

byways in the system.

Expansion of the 
Byway Corridor
Currently, an adventuresome kayaker 

can launch her kayak at Old Navy Pier 

in Chicago and paddle all the way to 

the Mississippi River. The interpretive 

opportunities inherent in a route that 

connects the Great Lakes and America’s 

in outdoor recreation dropped from 

79% to 72% in 2007. Among girls of 

the same age, participation dropped 

from 77% to 61%. The Byway (and its 

associated organizations), therefore, 

should strive to reach out to young 

visitors, using the most effective 

current technology.

Fermata has created dynamic 

websites and blogsites that transform 

interpretation from a one-way dictation 

to a two-way conversation with the 

traveler. Imagine a “Birding the Illinois 

River” interactive blogsite where visitors 

can see up-to-the-minute feeds from 

eBird on what birds are currently being 

seen at which sites on the river. What’s 

more, they can instantly upload their 

sightings—both text and photographs—

from the field to the blogsite. They 

can learn about other visitors’ favorite 

Byway birding itineraries and sites, 

and learn about upcoming bird-related 

Byway events. The Byway could offer 

several interconnected blogsites, each 

with its own focus—Native American 

History, Fishing and Hunting, Boating, 

and so on, each with its own tools to 

engage and build community among 

Byway visitors. 

Such dynamic interpretation encourages 

visitors to return again and again to 

the Byway, since it illuminates the 

constantly changing, ever-engaging 

nature of the Byway region. Virtual 

interpretation can also help overcome 

an interpretive challenge that the 

Byway presents—namely, that many of 

the Byway’s stunning natural areas and 

nature-based waypoints are separated 

from one another by development  that 

can distract the visitor from the Byway  

experience and thematic stories. Such 
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terminus to plan for Byway expansion. 

To the south, important and engaged 

stakeholders include the Army Corps 

of Engineers, Great River Road staff 

members, and Meeting of the Great 

Rivers Byway staff members. Fermata 

is already involved in interpretive work 

with the Missouri Audubon Society at 

the Mississippi confluence and could 

engage their support. In Chicago, groups 

like the Trust for Public Lands and Open 

Lands are aware of and interested in 

Byway expansion opportunities. The 

state byway coordinator will be an 

important player in this process, and 

Fermata can offer much support and 

networking capacity in this process.

Great River are enormous. At present, 

the Byway encompasses only a piece of 

this waterway, and is disconnected from 

these two iconic landscapes that could 

dramatically increase its significance 

for visitors. A key next step for Byway 

planners is to expand the Illinois River 

Byway to connect with Chicago and with 

the Mississippi River. 

From an interpretive standpoint, this 

expansion broadens the  Byway story 

to explore the Illinois River Valley’s 

immense significance as the connection 

between America’s two iconic inland 

waterways. From a strategic and 

marketing standpoint, such expansion 

would connect the Illinois River Byway 

to two important and well-known 

routes—the Great Lakes Circle Tour to 

the north (which encircles the Great 

Lakes) and the Great River Road to the 

south (which extends all the way to the 

Gulf of Mexico). These tour routes are 

among the oldest scenic routes in the 

country, predating the National Scenic 

Byway program. With these connections, 

the Byway becomes part of a multi-state 

effort and can potentially draw upon 

additional sources of funding, like the 

Great Lakes Commission, as a result. 

And with these connections, the Byway 

hooks into the large visitor bases of 

Chicago and St. Louis.

There’s a tremendous amount of 

interpretive effort and interest among 

organizations and individuals at both 

the Chicago end of the expanded Byway 

corridor and at the Mississippi River end. 

The many conservation organizations 

and public agencies at work at both ends 

offer strong organizational capacity and 

marketing connections. Byway planners 

should convene meetings at either 

Sunflower/Gary Stolz, USFWS
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www.illinoisriverroad.org

NATURAL TREASURES
The Illinois River Road links many of the valley’s most 

biologically diverse and scenic lands. As you travel the 

scenic byway, you’ll find many opportunities to savor 

these natural treasures. Bike on historic rail trails, watch 

wildlife at public wildlife preserves along the route, boat 

and fish the Illinois and its tributaries, or simply stop 

and contemplate the river’s flow. Step into the region’s 

cultural history at area museums and historic sites. 

LIVING from the LAND
As they have for thousands of years, people continue 

to earn their livelihoods from the Illinois River Valley’s 

natural wealth. Along the Illinois River Road, local farms 

grow corn and soybeans, trees and native plants, herbs 

and ornamentals. Vineyards craft fine table wines. In 

autumn, roadside stands treat travelers to apples and 

freshly-pressed cider. 

Now the JOURNEY is part 

of the DESTINATION
Come follow the winding path 
of the Illinois River. Born of 
glacial meltwaters more than 
15,000 years ago, the Illinois 
has offered a natural haven 
to travelers ever since—from 
migratory birds to humans. 
Along the river corridor, 
eagles, waterfowl, songbirds, 
deer, river otters, and a host 
of other wildlife species grace 
a mosaic of wetlands, forests, 
grasslands, farm fields, and 
orchards. Paleo-Indians, 
French traders, runaway 
slaves, barge crews, fishermen, 
and wildlife-watchers—all 
have known the Illinois.

ALONG the WAY
The Illinois River Road Scenic 
Byway forms a narrow, _
_-mile loop that parallels 
the Illinois River on either 
side, following a series of 
interconnected roadways. 
The Byway joins many 
different geological regions, 
natural habitats, historic 
sites, scenic vistas, and 
vibrant communities that 
together tell the story of the 
river valley’s rich natural and 
human history.

Gateway kiosk panel sample

Now the JOURNEY is part of 

the DESTINATION
Come follow the winding path of the Illinois 
River. Born of glacial meltwaters more than 
15,000 years ago, the Illinois has offered a natural 
haven to travelers ever since—from migratory 
birds to humans. Along the river corridor, eagles, 
waterfowl, songbirds, deer, river otters, and a 
host of other wildlife species grace a mosaic of 
wetlands, forests, grasslands, farm fields, and 
orchards. Paleo-Indians, French traders, runaway 
slaves, barge crews, fishermen, and wildlife-
watchers—all have known the Illinois.

ALONG the WAY
The Illinois River Road Scenic Byway forms 
a narrow, ___-mile loop that parallels the 
Illinois River on either side, following a series 
of interconnected roadways. The Byway joins 
many different geological regions, natural 
habitats, historic sites, scenic vistas, and vibrant 
communities that together tell the story of the 
river valley’s rich natural and human history.

NATURAL TREASURES
The Illinois River Road links many of the valley’s most biologically 
diverse and scenic lands. As you travel the scenic byway, you’ll find many 
opportunities to savor these natural treasures. Bike on historic rail trails, 
watch wildlife at public wildlife preserves along the route, boat and fish the 
Illinois and its tributaries, or simply stop and contemplate the river’s flow. 
Step into the region’s cultural history at area museums and historic sites. 

LIVING from the LAND
As they have for thousands of years, 
people continue to earn their livelihoods 
from the Illinois River Valley’s natural 
wealth. Along the Illinois River Road, 
local farms grow corn and soybeans, trees 
and native plants, herbs and ornamentals. 
Vineyards craft fine table wines. In 
autumn, roadside stands treat travelers 
to apples and freshly-pressed cider. 

www.illinoisriverroad.org

Wayside panel sample

Appendices
Appendix I. Sample 
Interpretive Panels
The sample interpretive panels, left, give 

an idea of the style of the interpretive 

panels for gateway kiosks and waysides. 

Gateway kiosks include four 3’x4’ 

vertically mounted panels (see Typical 
Mounting Schemes in the next section). 

Wayside panels are horizontally oriented, 

2’x3’ panels, mounted to the low-profile 

pedestal shown in the Typical Mounting 
Schemes section. All panels will 

incorporate Illinois River Road graphics 

and color scheme, and will include all 

appropriate Byway logos. 
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Proposed gateway kiosk
Low profile pedestal for use at waypoints

Appendix II. Typical 
Mounting Schemes
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Appendix III. Highway Wayfinding and Directional Signage Plan
the Byway should install wayfinding and directional signage that identify the Byway corridor with clarity and 
continuity. Below is a table of tentative signage locations.

101 Suggested sign 101 located on the west side Route 97 before intersecting with Route 136 heading south. This 
is on the west side of the river. Sign will have arrows pointing east (left) to follow the Byway.

102 Suggested sign 102 located on the north (right) side of route 136 traveling west before turning right (north) 
on route 97. Sign will have arrows pointing north (right) to follow Byway.

103 Suggested sign 103 located on Rt. 136/Dearborn on south (right) side of street traveling east before turning 
north (left) onto Rt. 136/Promenade. The sign will have an arrow pointing north (left) to follow the Byway. 
(Havana, IL)

104 Suggest sign 104 located on the west (right) side route 136/Promenade traveling south before intersecting 
with route136/Dearborn. The sign will have an arrow pointing west (right) to follow the Byway. (Havana, IL)

105 Suggested sign 105 on South Manito Rd. on the east side (right) heading north before curve that veers east 
(right) and Lake Drive located on the west (left). The sign should have an arrow pointing northeast (veering 
right).

106 Suggested sign 106 located on E Manito Road on the north (right) side headed west before curve veering 
south (left) onto S. Manito Rd and before Quiver Beach Rd located on the north (right) side of road.  Sign 
would have arrow pointing southwest (veering left).

107 Suggest sign 107 located on E. Manito Road on the south (right) side of the road headed east before veering 
north (left) onto N. Manito Rd and before CR 1800 N located on the south (right) side of road. Sign should 
have arrows pointing northeast (veering left).

108 Suggested sign 108 located on N. Manito Rd. on the west (right) side of the road headed south before veering 
west (right) onto E. Manito Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (veering right).

109 Suggested sign 109 located on Manito Rd. on the south (right) side of the road headed east before turning 
north (left) onto N. Buzzvile Rd. to follow the Byway. The sign should have an arrow pointing north (left).

110 Suggested sign 110 located on N. Buzzville Rd on the west (right) side of the road traveling south before inter-
section with Manito Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

111 Suggested sign 111 on E. CR. 2250 N on the south (right) side of the road heading east before intersecting 
with N CR 2150E. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

112 Suggested sign 112 on N CR 2150 E. on the west (right) side of road heading south before turning right onto E. 
CR. 2250 N. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

113 Suggested sign 113 on N CR 2150 E on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning right onto E 
CR 2300 N. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

114 Suggested sign 114 on E CR 2300 N on the north (right) side of road traveling west before turning south (left) 
onto N CR 2150 E. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

115 Suggested sign 115 on CR 2300 N on the south (right) side of road traveling east before veering north (left) 
and before entrance of the State Forrest on the east (right) side. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast 
(veering left).

116 Suggested sign 116 on CR 2300 N on the west (right) side of road traveling south before veering west (right) 
and before the entrance of the State Forest on the east (left) side. Sign should have arrow pointing south-
west (veering left).

117 Suggested sign 117 on County Road 2500 N. on the south (right) side traveling east before intersection with 
Fish Hatchery Road. Sign should have arrow pointing east (straight).

118 Suggested sign 118 on County Road 2500 N. on the north (right) side traveling west before intersection with 
Fish Hatchery Road. Sign should have arrow pointing west (straight).

119 Suggested sign 119 on County Road 2500 N on the south side (right) traveling east before turning north (left) 
onto E. Manito Rd/S. Adams St. Sign should have arrows pointing north (east).
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120 Suggested sign 120 on E. Manito Rd./S. Adams St. on the east side (right) traveling north before County Rd. 
2500 N. Sign should have two arrows pointing north (straight) and west (left). (Manito, IL)

121 Suggested sign 121 on East Manito Road/S. Adams St. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before 
turning west (right) onto County Road 2500 N/County Rd. 4. Sign should have arrows pointing west (right). 
(Manito, IL)

122 Suggested sign 122 on E. Manito Rd./N. Manito Rd. on the east (right) side of road traveling north before 
intersection with Mason Road. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight). (Manito, IL)

123 Suggested sign 123 on E. Manito Rd./N. Manito Rd. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before 
intersection with Mason Road. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

124 Suggested sign 124 on North Manito Road on the east (right) side traveling north before Sky Ranch Rd. Sign 
should have arrow pointing north (straight).

125 Suggested sign 125 on North Manito Rd. on the west (right) side traveling south before Sky Ranch Rd. Sign 
should have arrow pointing south (straight)

133 Suggested sign 133 on Rt. 24 on the north west (right) side of the road traveling south west after four lane 
highway turns into two lane highway and after Kingston Mines. Sign should have arrow pointing south west 
(straight).

134 Suggested sign 134 on Rt. 24 on the south east (right) side of the road traveling northeast before two line 
highway turns into a four line highway and before Kingston mines. Sign should have arrow pointing north 
east (straight).

135 Suggested sign 135 on Rt. 24 on the north (right) side of the road traveling west before reaching S. Trivoli Rd. 
on the north (right) side. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (left) to follow curve to continue on Rt. 
24.

136 Suggested sign 136 on Rt. 24 the south east (right) side of road traveling north east before reaching S. Trivoli 
Rd. located on the north (left) side of Rt. 24. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (left) to follow curve 
to continue on Rt. 24.

137 Suggested sign 137 Rt. 24 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before junction 24 in Banner. Sigh 
should have two points; one pointing west (straight) and one pointing south (right).

138 Suggested sign 138 on Rt. 24 on the south (right) side of road traveling south east before Junction 24 and 
Banner. Sign should have two arrows; one pointing east (straight) and one pointing south (right).

139 Suggested sign 139 on Rt. 24 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before Junction 24 and Ban-
ner. Sign should have two arrows; one pointing west (left) and one pointing east (right).

140 Suggested sign 140 on IL Rt. 9 on the north east (right) side of the road traveling north west before reaching 
Monterey. Sign should have arrow pointing northwest (straight).

141 Suggested sign 141 on IL Rt. 9 on the south (right) side of the road traveling south east before reaching 
Monterey. Sign should have arrow pointing south east (straight).

142 Suggested sign 142 on IL Rt. 9 on the north (right) side of the road traveling west before intersection with Rt. 
6/Bradley Rd. Sign should have two arrows; pointing north (right) and west (straight).

143 Suggested sign 143 on IL Rt. 9/E. Linn St. on the south (right) side of road traveling west before intersection 
of Rt. 6/Bradley Rd. Sign should have two arrows; pointing west (straight) and north (left)

144 Suggested sign 144 on Rt. 6/Bradley Rd. on the west (right) side traveling south before intersecting with IL 
Rt. 9. Sign should have two arrows; pointing west (right) and east (left).

145 Suggested sign 145 on Rt. 6/Bradley Rd. on the east (right) side traveling north before intersection with E. 
County Highway 27/Chestnut St. Sign should have two arrows; pointing east (right)and west (left).

146 Suggested sign 146 on E. County Highway 27/Chestnut St. on the north (right) side of the road traveling west 
before intersection with Rt. 6/Bradley Rd. Sign should have two arrows; pointing north (right) and west ( 
straight).

147 Suggested sign 147 on E. County Highway 27/Chestnut on the north (right) side of the road traveling west 
before Boat Dock Road/Sebree Road. Sign should have two arrows pointing west (straight) and north (left).
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148 Suggested sign 148 on E. County Highway 27/Chestnut on the south (right) side of road traveling east before 
Boat Dock Road/Sebree Road. Sign should have two arrows pointing east (straight) and north (right).

149 Suggested sign 149 on E. County Highway 27/Chestnut on the south (right) side of the road traveling east 
before turning sharp left onto Lake Drive. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

150 Suggested sign 150 on Lake Dr. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before turning right onto E. 
County Highway 27. Sign should have an arrow pointing west (right).

151 Suggested sign 151 on Lake Dr. on the north side (right) side of road traveling west before turning left onto 
Sebree Road/Boat Dock Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

152 Suggested sign 152 on Sebree Road/Boat Dock Rd. on the east (right) side of the road traveling north before 
turning right onto Lake Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

153 Suggested sign 153 on Sebree Road/Boat Dock Rd on the west (right) side of the road traveling south before 
getting to E. Chestnut St./E. County Highway 27. Sign should have two arrows; pointing west (right) and east 
(left).

154 Suggested sign 154 on E. Chestnut St./E. County Highway 27 on the north (right) side of the road traveling 
east before getting to N. 20 Ave. Sign should have two arrows; pointing west (straight) and south (left). 

155 Suggested sign 155 on E. Chestnut St. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before reaching North 
5th Ave/Rt. 9. Sign should have two arrows pointing south (left) and north (right).

156 Suggested sign 156 on North 5th Ave./Rt. 9 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning left 
onto East Locust St./Rt. 78. Sign should have one point pointing west (left).

157 Suggested sign 157 on Locust St./Rt. 78 on the north (right) side traveling west before N. Main St. Sign 
should have an arrow pointing north (right).

158 Suggested sign 158 on North Main St. on the east (right) side traveling north before Lakeland Park Dr. Sign 
should have arrow pointing west (left).

159 Suggested sign 159 on Lakeland park Dr. on the south (right) side of road traveling east before reaching 
North Main St. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

160 Suggested sign 160 on Lakeland Park Dr. on the north (right) of road traveling west before turning south 
(left) to continue on Lakeland Park Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

161 Suggested sign 161 on Lakeland Park Dr. on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning (east) 
left to continue on Lakeland Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

162 Suggested sign 162 on Lakeland Park Dr. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before West Vine St. 
Sign should have arrow pointing south east (left).

163 Suggested sign 163 on West Vine St. on the north east (right) side of road traveling north west before reach-
ing Lakeland park Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing north (right).

164 Suggested sign 164 on West Vine Street on the south (right) side of road traveling east before reaching N. 
Main Street. Sign should have arrows pointing north (left) and south (right).

165 Suggest sign on N. Main St. on the west side (left) of road traveling south before reaching Locust Street. Sign 
should have arrow pointing east (left).

166 Suggested sign on Locust St. on the south (right) side traveling east before N. 5th Ave. Sign should have sign 
pointing south (right).

167 Suggested sign on S. 5th Ave. on the west (right) side traveling south before intersection with E. Linn St./Rt. 
9. Sign should have arrow pointing east (left).

168 Suggested sign on Rt. 9 on the north (right) side traveling west before intersection with S. 5th Ave. Sign 
should have arrows pointing north (right).

169 Suggested sign on E. US 24 Highway on west (right) side of road traveling south before coming to E. Duck 
Island Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight).

170 Suggested sign on E. US 24 Highway on east (right) side of road traveling north east before reaching E. Duck 
Island Road. Sign should have arrow pointing north east (straight).
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171 Suggested sign 171 on E. US 24 Highway on the north west side (right) traveling south west before intersect-
ing with IL Rt. 78. Sign should have arrow pointing south west (Straight).

172 Suggested sign 172 on E. US 24 Highway on the south east (right) side traveling north east before coming to 
IL Rt. 78. Sign should have arrow pointing north east (straight).

173 Suggested sign 173 on E. US 24 Highway on the north (right) side of road traveling west before IL Rt. 78/ IL 
Rt. 97. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

174 Suggested sign 174 on IL Rt. 78/ IL Rt. 97 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before intersection 
with E US 24 Highway. Arrow pointing east (right).

175 Suggested sign 175 on IL Rt. 78/ IL Rt. 97 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before E. Co Hwy 9 
Highway on the right. Arrow pointing south (straight).

176 Suggested sign 176 on IL Rt. 78/ IL Rt. 97 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before E. Co Hwy 9 
Highway on the left. Arrows point north (straight).

200 Suggested sign 200 on E. Manito Rd. on the south (right) side of road traveling east before intersecting with 
Rt. 29. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

201 Suggested sign 201 on Rt. 29 west (right) side of road traveling south before turning west (right) onto E. 
Manito Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

202 Suggested sign 202 on Rt. 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before intersecting with E. 
Manito Rd. Sign should have two arrows pointing north (straight) and west (left).

203 Suggested sign 203 on east (right) side of South Second St. traveling north before intersecting with Broad-
way after turning into a one way street. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight). (Pekin, IL)

204 Suggested sign 204 on South 3rd St. on the north west (right) side of street traveling south west before 
intersecting with Broadway St. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight). (Pekin, IL)

205 Suggested sign 205 on South 3rd St. on the east (right) side of street traveling northeast before intersecting 
with Margaret St./Rt. 9 Sign should have arrow pointing southeast (right). (Pekin, IL)

206 Suggested sign 206 on Margaret St./Rt. 9 on the south (right) side of street traveling southwest before 
intersecting South 2nd St. Sign should have two arrows pointing southeast (straight) and southwest (right). 
(Pekin, IL)

207 Suggested sign 207 on Margaret St./Rt. 9 on the east (right) side of road traveling southeast before inter-
secting with N. 5th St. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (left). (Pekin, IL)

208 Suggested sign 208 on N. 5th St. on the west (right) side of road traveling southwest before intersecting with 
Ann Eliza St. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right). (Pekin, IL)  

Suggested sign on Ann Eliza St./Rt. 9 on the northeast (right) before intersecting with N. 2nd St. Sign should 
have arrow pointing northwest (left).

209 Suggested sign 209 on S. Main St./Rt. 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north after going  under 
the overpass of interstate 474. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

210 Suggested sign 210 on Main St./Radio City Dr./Rt. 29 on the west (right) side of the road traveling south after 
going under the overpass of interstate 474. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

211 Suggested sign 211 on S. Main St./Rt. 116 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast after Junction 29. 
Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (straight). (East Peoria)

212 Suggested sign 212 on S. Main St./Rt. 29 on the north (right) side of road traveling southwest after Junction 
29. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight). (East Peoria)

213 Suggested sign 213 on N. Main St./Rt. 116 on the south (right) side of road traveling northeast after going 
under the overpass of interstate 74. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (straight). (East Peoria)

214 Suggested sign 214 on N. Main St. /US 150 on the north (right) side of road traveling southwest after going 
under the overpass of Interstate 74. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight). (East Peoria)

215 Suggested sign 215 on N. Main St./Rt. 116 on the east (right) side of road traveling north after going under the 
overpass of Highway 24. Sign should have arrows pointing north (straight). (East Peoria)
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216 Suggested sign 216 on N. Main St./US 150 on the west (right) side of road traveling south after going under 
the overpass of Highway 24. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight). (East Peoria)

217 Suggest sign 217 on Rt. 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north after going under the overpass of 
Route 150/War Memorial Drive. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight). (Peoria)

218 Suggested sign 218 on Northeast Adams St. on the west (right) side of road traveling south after going under 
the overpass of Route 150/War Memorial Drive. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight). (Peoria)

219 Suggested sign 219 on Northeast Jefferson St. on the west (right) side of road traveling southwest before 
turning left onto Bryan St. Sign should have arrow pointing southeast (left). (Peoria)

220 Suggested sign 220 on Eaton St. on the north (right) side of road traveling northwest before intersecting 
with Northeast Adams St. and after going under of overpass of Interstate 74. (Peoria)

221 Suggested sign 221 on Washington St. on the west (right) side of road traveling southwest before intersecting 
with MacArthur Hwy. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight). (Peoria)

222 Suggested sign 222 on Washington St. on the east (left) side of road traveling northeast before intersecting 
with MacArthur Hwy. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (straight). (Peoria)

223 Suggested sign 223 on Washington St. on the north (right) side of road traveling southwest before turning 
left onto Rt. 24/S. Adams St. Sign should have sign pointing southwest (left). (Peoria)

224 Suggested sign 224 Rt. 24/S. Adams St. on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before turning 
right onto Washington St. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right). (Peoria)

225 Suggested sign 225 on Rt.24/S. Adams St. on the north (right) side of road traveling southwest after going 
under overpass 474. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight).

226 Suggested sign 226 on S. Adams St. on the north (right) side of road traveling southwest before reaching US 
Rt. 9 intersection. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (straight).

227 Suggested sign 227 on US Rt. 9 on the south (right) side of road traveling northeast before reaching US Rt. 9 
intersection. Sign should have arrows pointing north (straight).

300 Suggested sign 300 on Caterpillar Trail/Rt. 116 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before 
turning northwest (left) onto Spring Bay Road. Sign should have arrow pointing northwest (left).

301 Suggested sign 301 on Spring Bay Road on the west (right) side of road traveling south before turning south 
(right) onto Caterpillar Trail/Rt. 116. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

302 Suggested sign 302 on Spring Bay Rd./IL Rt. 26 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before enter-
ing into Spring Bay. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

303 Suggested sign 303 on Spring Bay Rd./IL Rt. 26 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before enter-
ing into Spring Bay. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

304 Suggested sign 304 on IL Rt. 26 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before reaching Washburn 
Road. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

305 Suggested sign 305 on IL Rt. 26 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before reaching Washburn 
Road. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

306 Suggested sign 306 on IL Rt. 26 on the east (right) side of road traveling north after entering Lacon and 
after reaching 5th St. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

307 Suggested sign 307 on IL Rt. 26 on the west (right) side of road traveling south after entering Lacon and 
after reaching 5th St. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

308 Suggested sign 308 on Railroad St. on the west (right) side of road traveling north after IL Rt. 17 in Sparland. 
Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

309 Suggested sign 309 on Railroad St. on the east (right) side of road traveling south after Rt. 17 in Sparland. 
Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

310 Suggested sign 310 on N. 4th St./Rt. 29 on the west (right) side of road traveling south after passing West 
Truitt Ave. in Chillicothe. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

311 Suggested sign 311 on N. 4th St./Rt. 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north after passing West 
Truitt Ave. in Chillicothe. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).
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312 Suggested sign on 312 on North Galena Rd. on the west (right) side of road traveling south after passing Rt. 6 
on the right side. Sign should have an arrow pointing south (straight).

313 Suggested sign on 313 on North Galena Rd. on the east (right) side of road traveling north after passing Rt. 6 
on the left side. Sign should have an arrow pointing north (straight).

400 Suggested sign 400 on IL Rt. 26 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before turning right onto 
IL Rt. 18. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (right).

401 Suggested sign 401 on IL Rt. 18 on the west (right) side of road traveling southwest before turning left onto IL 
Rt. 26. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (left).

402 Suggested sign 402 on IL Rt. 18 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before turning left onto IL 
Rt. 26. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

403 Suggested sign 403 on IL Rt. 26 on the west (right) side of road traveling southwest before turning right onto 
IL Rt. 18. Sign should have arrow pointing left (west).

404 Suggested sign 404 on IL Rt. 26 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before taking the ramp to get 
on IL Rt. 71. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (veering right).

405 Suggested sign 405 on IL Rt. 26 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before taking ramp to IL Rt. 
71. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (veering right).

406 Suggested sign 406 on ramp getting off of IL Rt. 26 traveling southwest before turning east (left) onto IL Rt. 
71. Sign should have arrow pointing east (left).

407 Suggested sign 407 on IL Rt. 71 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before coming to the ramp to 
take to IL Rt. 26 to follow Byway. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

408 Suggested sign 408 on IL Rt. 71 on the south (right) side of road traveling east after the junction 26 heading 
away from Hennepin. Sign should have arrow pointing east (straight).

409 Suggested sign 409 on E. 4th St. on the east (right) side of road in Cedar Point traveling north before veer-
ing northeast (right). Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (right).

410 Suggested sign 410 on E. 1st St. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before veering southwest 
onto E. 4th Street. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (left).

411 Suggested sign 411 on East Dakota St. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before intersecting with 
North Spalding St. Sign should have arrow pointing west (straight).

412 Suggested sign 412 on West Dakota St. on the south (right) side of road traveling east before interesting with 
North Spalding St. Sign should have arrow pointing east (straight).

413 Suggested sign 413 on Rt. 6 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning left onto IL High-
way 29. Sign should have arrow pointing west (left).

414 Suggested sign 414 on IL Highway 89/Rt. 6 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before approach-
ing IL Highway 29. Sign should have two arrows pointing south (straight) and west (left).

415 Suggested sign 415 on IL Highway 29 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before intersecting with 
IL Highway 89/Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

416 Suggested sign 416 on IL Highway 29 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before coming to IL 
Highway 26. Sign should have arrows pointing west (right) and south (straight).

417 Suggested sign 417 on IL Highway 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning left onto 
IL Highway 26 or going straight. Sign should have arrows pointing west (left) and north (straight).

418 Suggested sign 418 on IL Highway 26 on the southwest (right) side of road traveling south before continuing 
on IL Highway 29 to the right or going straight. Sign should have two arrows pointing south (right) or west 
north (left).

419 Suggested sign 419 on IL Highway 26 on the south (right) side of road traveling southeast after going under 
the overpass of Interstate 180. Sign should have arrow pointing southeast (straight).

420 Suggested sign 420 on IL Highway 26 on the north (right) side of road traveling northwest after going under 
the overpass of Interstate 180. Sign should have arrow pointing northwest (straight).
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421 Suggested sign 421 on IL Highway 26/S. 6th St. on the east (right) side of road traveling northwest before 
intersecting with Rt. 6/E. Peru St. Sign should have two arrows pointing north (straight) and west (left).

422 Suggested sign 422 on S. 6th St. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before intersecting with Rt. 
6/E. Peru St. Sign should have two arrows pointing west (right) and south (straight).

423 Suggested sign 423 on N. 6th St. on the east (right) side of road traveling north before intersecting with 
Backbone Rd. East. Sign should have arrow pointing west (left).

424 Suggested sign 424 on Backbone Rd. East on the south (right) side of road traveling east before intersecting 
with N. 6th St. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

425 Suggested sign 425 on Backbone Rd. East on the north (right) side of road traveling west before intersecting 
with North Main St./IL Rt. 126. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

426 Suggested sign 426 on North Main St./IL Rt. 126 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before inter-
secting with Backbone Rd. East. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

427 Suggested sign 427 South Main St. on the west (right) side of street traveling south before intersecting with 
East Peru St. Sign should have arrow pointing east (left).

428 Suggested sign 428 on East Peru St. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before intersecting with 
South Main St. Sign should have arrow pointing north (right).

429 Suggested sign 429 on East Peru St. on the south (right) side of road traveling east before intersecting with 
South 6th Street. Sign should have two arrows pointing north (left) and south (right).

430 Suggested sign 430 on IL Hwy 29 on the northwest (right) side of road traveling south before turning south 
(left) to continue on IL Hwy 29. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

431 Suggested sign 431 on IL Hwy 29 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning right to con-
tinue on IL Hwy 29. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (right).

432 Suggested sign 432 in Henry on IL Hwy 29/University Street on the west (right) side of toad traveling south 
before intersecting with Western Road. Sign should have arrow pointing south (straight).

433 Suggested sign 433 in Henry on IL Hwy 29/University St. on the east (right) side of road traveling north be-
fore intersecting with Western Road. Sign should have arrow pointing north (straight).

500 Suggested sign 500 on IL Rt. 71 on the north (right) side of road traveling west after going under the over-
pass of interstate 39. Sign should have arrow pointing west (straight).

501 Suggested sign 501 on IL Rt. 71 on the southeast (right) side of road traveling northeast after intersection 
with IL Rt. 251. Sign should have arrow pointing northeast (straight).

502 Suggested sign 502 on IL Rt. 71/N. Columbia Avenue on the east (right) side of road traveling north before 
turning right to continue on IL Rt. 71. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

503 Suggested sign 503 on IL Rt. 71 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before turning left to continue 
on IL Rt. 71. Sign should have arrow pointing east (left).

504 Suggested sign 504 on IL Rt. 351 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before intersecting with IL 
Rt. 71. Sign should have two arrows pointing east (straight) and northeast (left).

505 Suggested sign 505 on IL Rt. 71 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before coming to Starved 
Rock State Park entrance/lodge. Sign should have arrow pointing east (straight).

506 Suggested sign 506 on IL Rt. 71 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before coming to Starved 
Rock State Park entrance/lodge. Sign should have arrow pointing west (straight).

507 Suggested sign 507 on IL Rt. 71/Courtney Street on the south (right) side of street traveling east before 
intersecting with State Street. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

508 Suggested sign 508 on State Street on the west (right) side of road traveling south before turning right on IL 
Rt. 71/Courtney St. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

509 Suggested sign 509 on Columbus St. on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning left onto 
E. Norris Drive in Ottawa. Sign should have arrow pointing west (left).

510 Suggested sign 510 on E. Norris Drive on the south (right) side of road traveling east before turning right 
onto Columbus St. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).
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511 Suggested sign 511 on Rt. 6/W. Norris Dr. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before turning left 
onto Boyce Memorial Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

512 Suggested sign 512 on Boyce Memorial Dr. on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning right 
onto Rt. 6/W. Norris Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

513 Suggested sign 513 on Boyce Memorial Dr. on the west (right) side of road traveling south before turning 
right onto Ottawa Ave. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (right).

514 Suggested sign 514 on Ottawa Ave. on the northeast (right) side of road traveling northeast before turning 
left onto Boyce Memorial Dr. Sign should have arrow pointing north (right).

515 Suggested sign 515 on McKinley Rd./N. 27 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before turning right 
onto IL Rt. 178. Sign should have arrow pointing north (right).

516 Suggested sign 516 on IL Rt. 178 on the west (right) side of road traveling south before turning left onto 
McKinley Rd./N. 27 Sign should have arrow pointing (east) left.

517 Suggested sign 517 on IL Rt. 178 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turning left onto West 
Church St./IL Rt. 178 Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

518 Suggested sign 518 on West Church St./IL Rt. 178 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before turn-
ing right onto IL Rt. 178/Mill Rd. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

519 Suggested sign 519 on West Church St. on the north (right) side of road traveling west before turning right to 
continue to follow IL Rt. 178. Sign should have arrow pointing north (right).

520 Suggested sign 520 on IL Rt. 178 on the west (right) side traveling south before turning left on to West 
Church St./IL Rt. 178 Sign should have arrow pointing east (left).

521 Suggested sign 521 on IL Rt. 178 on the east (right) side traveling north before turning left onto Rt. 6. Sign 
should have arrow pointing west (left).

522 Suggested sign 522 on Rt. 6 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before turning right onto IL Rt. 
178. Sign should have arrow pointing south (right).

523 Suggested sign 523 on Rt. 6/5th Street on the north (right) side or road traveling west before turning left 
onto IL Rt. 351/Joliet St./Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing south (left).

524 Suggested sign 524 on IL Rt. 351/Joliet St. /Rt. 6 on the east (right) side of road traveling north before turn-
ing right onto Rt. 6/5th St. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).

525 Suggested sign 525 on IL Rt. 351/Joliet St./Rt. 6 on the west (right) side of road traveling east before turning 
right onto 5th St./Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing west (right).

526 Suggested sign 526 on 5th St./Rt. 6 on the south (right) side of road traveling east before turning left onto IL 
Rt. 351/Joliet St./Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing north (left).

527 Suggested sign 527 on 5th St./Rt. 6 on the north (right) side of road traveling west before veering left onto 
4th street/Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing southwest (left).

528 Suggested sign 528 on 4th St./Rt. 6 on the east (right) side of road traveling northeast before turning right 
onto 5th St./Rt. 6. Sign should have arrow pointing east (right).
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